freewheelin-on-line

First-take issue

By Theo Casamegas
Between 2nd October 2001 and 6th January 2002 the Neue Nationalgalerie in
Berlin and between 7th February and 1st April 2002 the Tate Modern gallery in
London staged major retrospective exhibitions of the works of Andy Warhol.
The exhibitions were curated by Heiner Bastian, a close friend of the artist, and
they were mounted quite deliberately in the first year of the new century as a
European review of, and homage to, an American artist who was a defining
figure of the century just ended. One of the masterpieces on display at these
exhibitions was ‘16 Jackies’ which Warhol created by his unique silk screening
process in 1964. Of this creation Heiner Bastian writes in the exhibition
catalogue: ‘When John F. Kennedy was murdered on 22 November 1963 in
Dallas, Warhol recognised the press photographs of the grieving widow, Jackie
Kennedy, as the portrait that mirrored the whole of the double-edged trauma
that had struck the Untied States. The originals that he used for his silkscreen
paintings are the memorable ‘face object’, in which the inexplicable nature of
the event itself and the sense of being damned take on the qualities of myth,
since for a brief moment in time the whole world only ‘sees’ sadness in this
face.
My collage has Dylan standing in front of one quarter of Warhol’s 1 ‘16
Jackies’. Dylan’s deep turquoise eyes look scared, as though he had just
witnessed, or is about to witness some terrible deed that cannot be prevented.
The mascara and the necklace add a feminine touch and the arrow on the guitar
strap points upwards towards heaven. Both ‘face objects’ are clearly aware of
the slow train coming, up around the bend.
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By Chris Cooper

Hello and welcome to the first Magnetic Movements on line. I hope that we can make this the
definitive record of video recordings on Bob. The basic principles remain the same as in the
old Freewheelin’ Magazine with the added bonus now of colour shots taken from each video.
A further service is available on the Home Page. As an added feature to members we are
making available the most comprehensive list of videos in circulation. Every known video is
listed all graded with the DASHFI codes listed above. PLEASE NOTE we are NOT able to
list the whereabouts of these films so please do not ask. But rest assured all are out there
somewhere !
I have for this first issue duplicated a few films that were listed last time, in order to make
stills from them available and as this has been a rather quiet month video wise!
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D2 A7 S6 H6 F6 I BC3
11-07-99
BOGART’S , CINCINNATI
93.00
Desolation Row @/ To Ramona @/ Tangled Up In Blue @ /Girl Of The North Country @ /
Seeing The Real You At Last / Lay, Lady, Lay /Most Likely You Go Your Way (And I'll Go
Mine) /You Ain't Going Nowhere / Not Dark Yet / Highway 61 Revisited ////Love Sick / Like
A Rolling Stone / It Ain't Me, Babe @ / Not Fade Away / Blowin' In The Wind @
A Few older ones to start with though I’d pass on this, distant unsteady and not properly in
focus hardly a joy to watch. The group sound rather “plonky” as well tonight verrrrrrry
strange Rolling Stone

D3 A7 S8 H7 F6 I BL5
30-10-99
MILWAUKEE ARENA, MILWAUKEE
87.00
I Am The Man Thomas @/ The Times They Are A-Changin @ / Its Alright Ma @ / Tangled
Up In Blue @ / All Along The Watchtower/ Every Grain Of Sand / Silvio/ Not Dark Yet /
Highway 61 Revisited /// Love Sick/ Like A Rolling Stone / Blowin In The Wind @ / Not
Fade Away (i)
A solid rather than outstanding show this, nice to hear an imaginative Silvio again. The
video is a fair effort but nothing special some copies seem to be Camera transfers and these
tend to be poorer resolution.
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D6 A7 S8 H8 F7 I BR5
18-11-99
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS
121.00
Somebody Touched Me @ / Mr. Tambourine Man @ / It's Alright, Ma (I'm Only Bleeding)
@/ Boots Of Spanish Leather @ / Tangled Up In Blue @ /Man Of Peace / You're A Big Girl
Now / All Along The Watchtower + Jorma Kaukonen/Highlands / Highway 61 Revisited +
Jorma Kaukonen ////Love Sick /Like A Rolling Stone /Friend Of The Devil @ + P Lesh/ Not
Fade Away + Lesh, Haynes, Kaukonen/ Alabama Getaway+ Lesh, Haynes, Kaukonen /
Blowin' In The Wind @ / Rainy Day Women Nos. 12 &35
This was one of my favourite ‘99 shows What a set list. The taper is situated at the extreme
right of the stage so Dylan is often in profile. I find this a very intimate angle and does a lot
to aid the viewing of this show. Unfortunately this has been camera transferred and not very
well at that. Anyone got an NTSC copy I can see??

D 6 A8 S8 H9 F7 I BC5

05-07-01
BRAUNSCHWEIG, GERMANY
114.00
I'm A Rovin' Gambler @/ Mama, You Been On My Mind @/Ballad Of Hollis Brown@/
Tombstone Blues / Simple Twist Of Fate / I'll Be Your Baby Tonight / Masters Of War @/
Boots Of Spanish Leather @/ A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall @ / To Be Alone With You /
Where Teardrops Fall / The Wicked Messenger/ Leopard-Skin Pill-Box Hat (e) ////Love Sick
(s) / Like A Rolling Stone /If Dogs Run Free @ /All Along The Watchtower / Knockin' On
Heaven's Door @ / Blowin In The Wind @
A nice show pretty well film ed that captures much of the effective lighting of the night.
Dylans asset by this time has become a little workmanlike but this is still very much worth
your attention.
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D5 A8 S7 H8 F8 I BR5

12-07-01
KINGS DOCKS, LIVERPOOL
70.00
Oh Babe It Ain’t No Lie @ / To Ramona @ / Desolation Row @ / Maggies Farm / Just
Like A Woman / This Wheels On Fire / Visions Of Johanna @ / Fourth Time Around @ /
Boots Of Spanish Leather @ / Stuck inside Of Mobile (s) / {Positively Fourth Street
Mostly clear view shot almost from the side, The film suffers a bit from the apparently wobbly
seating but otherwise this is a fine effort and worth a view.There are better films but this is
certainly worth looking up too.

D 6 A8 S8 H7 F8 I SL

13-07-01
STIRLING CASTLE, SCOTLAND
115.00
Oh Babe It Ain’t No Lie @ (i) / To Ramona @ / Mr Tambourine Man @ (i) / Tell Me That It
Isn’t True (s) / Just Like A Woman / Gotta Serve Somebody / I Shall Be Released @ /
Visions Of Johanna @ / Don’t Think Twice, Its Alright (e) / Stuck Inside Of Mobile (i) / Not
Dark Yet / Rainy Day Women /// Things Have Changed /Like A Rolling Stone ./ Girl Of The
North Country @ / All Along The Watchtower / Knockin On Heavens Door @ / Highway 61
Revisited / Blowin In The Wind @ / Cats In The Well
This was a good concert and its nice to see a slightly more watchable film, It suffers from the
usual “outdoors syndrome” eg: more heads, more wobbly etc but it is clear enough most of
the time to keep your attention And that “Serve Somebody” WOW
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D3-6 A7 F8 H8 S8 I BL5
17-07-01
MARKPLATZ, LOERRACH, GERMANY
92.00
Oh Babe, It Ain't No Lie /Mr. Tambourine Man @/Desolation Row@/'Til I Fell In Love
With You/I Want You /Watching The River Flow/ It Ain't Me, Babe@/Ballad Of Hollis
Brown@/ Don't Think Twice, It's All Right @(s) / Most Likely You Go Your Way (And I'll
Go Mine) /Cold Irons Bound (s) /Love Sick / One Too Many Mornings @/ Forever Young(s)
@ / Highway 61 Revisited /Blowin' In The Wind @ (s)

D3 A8 F8 H7 S8 I SRB5
07-10-01
CORVALLIS, OREGON
42.00
Waiting For The Light @/ My Back Pages @ / Desolation Row (i) @ / Searching For A
Soldier @ / Tweedle Dum & Tweedle Dee (i) / Its All Over Now Baby Blue @ / Don’t Think
Twice @/ Watching The River Flow / Sugar Baby / Cold Irons Bound
Here we have the first visual documents of the new songs. The first film was shot in wide
angle and has been converted which makes the picture a little “stretched” but “Sugar Baby”
is worth finding alone. One of those knee trembler sightings for this Bob Watcher.
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D3 A8 S8 H8 F8 IBC3
09-10-01
MEDFORD, OREGON
113.00
Waiting For The Light @ / Mr Tambourine Man @ / Its Alright Ma @ / Tweedle Dum &
Tweedle Dee (s) / I Threw It All Away / Summer Days / Mississippi / Masters Of War
@/Girl Of The North Country @/ Visions Of Johanna @ / Tombstone Blues / Sugar Baby /
Wicked Messenger / Leopardskin Pillbox Hat (i) ///Love Sick (s) Like A Rolling Stone / I
Shall Be Released @/ Honest With Me / Blowin In The Wind @
Not as close as the &th this is a more watchable fim being almost straight on. Dylan dressed
in white looking just like a ghost. A nice film that shows some of the new songs off well. The
gig itself is not one of my favourites from this leg but hey,you got Mississippi sow hat more
you want?

27-02-02
Cry A While

44th GRAMMY AWARDS

8.00

Bob may not geta Grammy but he does put in the coolest performance of the evening with this
one. The lighting is very atmospheric and Bob is at his most enigmatic here. Wonderful stuff
to see and thankfully widely available on various TV broadcasts, if you missed it then shame
on you. Get to view it as soon as you are able.

That’s all for this month plenty of new things to watch but please don’t be afraid to tell me of
any that I have missed. It would be nice to make these listing complete and that of course is
only possible with your help.
So.
Till Next Time
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A Fistful of Tapes
Sydney

24th February 1986

It is a great pleasure to hear this sonically perfect recording. A good deal of this show has
surfaced in broadcast quality via the Hard To Handle and Westwood One Radio Show but
here we have the complete, unabridged show. It is easy to forget how these shows were – a
pretty interesting mix of old, new, borrowed and blue with a never less-than-perfect Tom
Petty & The Heartbreakers doing the backing band duties. This is an early show before
Dylan hit America and cloned himself as the Rock’n’Roll hero, not quite burnt out Hearts of
Fire but at times not far off. No, this show is vibrant and energetic, powerful, sometimes raw
and rarely subtle.
Dylan is extremely chatty throughout occasionally giving a bit of
background information about the songs. It is a genuine thrill to hear again gems like Lucky
Old Sun, Across the Borderline and I & I to mention a few. OK so there is often what
amounts to a caterwauling female chorus line but it does not always detract. Strange how
most versions are short and sharp. Very little gets drawn out beyond a reasonable length and
thus the listener gets a feeling of constant forward movement If there is one aspect of the last
couple of years’ shows that would benefit from change it is the extreme length of some
songs. Not everything has to be short but most songs have a “natural” length beyond which
the band is simply repeating itself.
Anyway listen out for a nicely controlled 4th Street, a
truly cacaphonic Clean Cut Kid (awful) and a very assured, fast It’s Alright, Ma. There is
a shouted Just Like A Woman followed by a raucous I’m Movin’ On and a great Lenny
Bruce. Also impressive is a very high energy When The Night Comes Falling From The
Sky.
All but a couple of shows are now in from 2001 so let’s get started.
Anzio

24th July

At last, the complete show is now here but don’t get too excited. Often Dylan’s vocals are
little more than spoken (Tell Me That IT Isn’t True, Love Minus Zero/No Limit) and the
concert is a little lacklustre. Worth hearing Absolutely Sweet Marie and a new driving,
dirty, bluesy arrangement of God Knows.
Santa Barbara

14th October

Unfortunately, there is nothing to write home about here either. This is compounded by some
overrecording on a couple of songs. Perhaps the standout cut is To Be Alone With You.
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La Crosse

29th October

Spoilt somewhat by being recorded at very low volume this show has a solid heart of very
good performances. You Ain’t Goin’ Nowhere, High Water and It Ain’t Me, Babe
occupy the podium and are joined later by a great Sugar Baby.. Shooting Star makes a
welcome return but, in truth, it is poorly sung and laboured.
Green Bay

30th October

Nice show this one. Watch out for a spot-on It’s Alright, Ma and a great Cry Awhile. This
time out Moonlight is simply OK. Listen to a superb backing for 4th Time Around, even if
the vocal is uncertain. Finally If Dogs Run Free just sits so well amongst the Love & Theft
songs and it’s getting better and better.
Madison

31st October

A generally worthwhile show, more highs than lows. There is a powerful Hard Rain
followed immediately by an excellent This World Can’t Stand Long. A dull Just Like A
Woman lowers the levels (why can’t he do this song justice anymore?) before things rev up
again with a funky Lonesome Day Blues. Holis Brown is very dramatic and there is an
absolutely on-the-button go at Visions Of Johanna. Sandwiched in between these two is a
delicate One Too Many Mornings which a far too long at nearly 8 minutes. Also of note is
Honest With Me. Unfortunately Dylan spends a full 8 minutes (count ‘em) on the awful
Rainy Day Women.
Terre Haute

2nd November

This show is a bit of a mixed bag. It is great to hear Rank Strangers in a new arrangement
to accommodate a call-and-response chorus. Floater is pretty good and Tears Of Rage is
very stately. Dylan adds a harp solo to Tangled Up In Blue but it wers thin its welcome
after running for 11 minutes.
Grand Rapids

6th November

Another pretty good show from the start. Nice to hear one of the Love & Theft highlights,
Po’ Boy done wonderful justice and even John Brown is less dull than many other attempts.
Unfortunately the potential highlight Every Grain Of Sand has a tuneless vocal – the song is
simply murdered.
Toronto

8th November

Fairly ordinary show with a noisy audience. The undoubted high spot is, aptly, High Water,
all brooding and doom-laden. Just Like A Woman features a lengthy harp solo but one is
completely distracted by some guy in the audience bellowing out the words all the way
through the song!
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Detroit

9th November

Another show with a great central heart. Starting with Tweedle Dee (lovely guitar work) we
are treated to a good Every Grain Of Sand, a well-sung Floater and an excellent High
Water once more. Later on, Summer Days works well and Cold Irons Bound features
some blistering guitar work.
Columbus

10th November

Next night, same again. A menacing It’s Alright Ma ups the ante and then we get a great
quartet of Tweedle Dee, 4th Street, Floater and High Water. Mississippi is spoilt a bit by
Dylan’s very rough voice and the final sections of the show follow through their predictable
patterns.
State College

11th November

This is a great show. For almost the entire main show, it is excellent all the way. There is a
very evident care about the vocal efforts tonight – just listen to Flaoter or Visions of
Johanna for proof. It’s Alright, Ma is truly gripping. The only distraction comes in the
form of some woeful guitar picking by Dylan.
Syracuse

13th November

Not the best of recordings so judgements on this concert may be prejudiced on that account.
It’s a pity that the rare Where Teardrops Fall is not better performed (but it’s not). At least
Boots Of Spanish Leather is very tender.
Washington

15th November

A semi roller-coaster of a show, a few highs and a few lows. Amongst the better
performances are Hard Rain (lengthy but powerful), Floater and Tangled Up In Blue.
John Brown is a definite dip, it is so dreary.
Philadelphia

17th November

Not bad, not bad at all. Early on we are treated to a very long version of It Ain’t Me, Babe
which features a decent harp solo. Tonight I’ll Be Staying Here With You is somewhat
ragged but Lonesome Day Blues is pretty solid stuff. Listen out for some guy screaming out
“Hurricane! Ya never play Hurricane” as Dylan ploughs on at that point with Summer Days.
New York City

19th November

Strangely enough for a show in his spiritual home city Dylan appears not to be up for this
concert. Words like flat, dull and ponderous cross my mind even though he does redeem
things with some good harp work and a trilogy of good efforts from his most recent album
(Lonesome Day Blues, Sugar baby, Honest With Me)
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Uncasville

20th November

Was looking forward to I Threw It All Away but Dylan manages to ruin it with
unsympathetic phrasing and a raggy voice. Visions is once again excellent, very slow, very
deliberate, 10 minutes and Honest With Me is coruscating.
Manchester

21st November

Not much to say about this one. A pot-pourri of the ordinary and the better-than-ordinary.
Very disappointing to hear a flat and ordinary Mississippi although things immediately pick
up after that with the lively Cold Irons Bound.
Portland

23rd November

Watch out for a most splendid Not Dark Yet, the point at which the concert takes off.
Lonesome Day Blues is nice’n’sleazy whilst the audience make whooping dog noises as
Dylan plays If Dogs Run Free. Humour is not dead (it just left the building).
Boston

24th November

Last show of the year but not very spectacular or distinctive. Don’t look for highlights here
but you will get a competent concert.

So, as we said earlier, only a couple of shows to go to round off quite an eventful touring
year.
Restless Farewell for now.
Mike and John
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Welcome to the all new, all singing, all dancing 20 pounds. It’s the same
different. What I’ll be doing is taking a bunch of cuttings from a
months) and looking at what themes were running through the press. For
the familiar witty remarks (sic) will still be in place, especially whenever
Mr. Manrique ever puts pen to paper.

as it used to be only
particular month (or
those that like them,
oour Spanish friend

O-Kay, without further ado, let’s see what was happening on the Bob front during June and
July 2001.
There were still plenty of reviews for David Hajdu’s book Positively 4th Street and Howard
Sounes’ surprisingly informative and surprisingly readable Down The Highway. Reviewing
both books in The New Republic, Ronald Radosh emerges convinced that Dylan is the most
important 20th Century artist working within the field of popular music. His conclusion that
“the man who kept inventing himself, the trickster tangled up in blue, turns out to have been
a hero of authenticity.” Has the ring of absolute truth about it. James Eve also reviewed both
books for The Times and was disappointed with the Sounes Bio, especially when it was
“trumpeting revelations” about a secret second marriage in 1986. (isn’t that what the
umpteenth biography on the same person is supposed to do if it wants to sell?) and preferred
“Hajdu’s marvellous history” instead. However his revelation that at 60, Dylan is “one of
pops holy relics” and that “apparently , some people attend his concerts just to see if he will
die onstage.” (Really? Who are they then?) suggests that he is perhaps not Bob’s greatest fan.
Reviewing Positively 4th Street in the Daily Mail, Ray Connolly (apparently, some people
read the Daily Mail just to see if he will die in mid-review) admits that the book is never dull
but promises more than it delivers: “…That’s the trouble with biography, the truth getting in
the way of a good story.” James Sullivan reviewed the same book for Book Magazine and
was pleased that the 1960’s Dylan/Baez entanglement has been widened to include those
other artists who gravitated around their flame and tried to burn brightly also:, “… Old
lovers sometimes crop photos bearing memories they might sooner forget. The author has
restored this particular snapshot to its’ original frame.”
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Folk Roots Ian Anderson is over-familiar with the Dylan/Baez story and so finds Richard
Farina as “the dark star of the tale.” Whilst Lisa Levy, In America’s Entertainment Weekly.
Awarded the book an A rating and noted that “his four main characters are richly drawn (but
not prettied up) and his affection for the music and the musicians is unmistakable.” Nigel
Williamson writing in Uncut, was totally overwhelmed with Down The Highway (“…only
someone who knows and genuinely understands Dylan musically could have picked out the
obscure but magnificent version of I Ain’t Got No Home with the Band at the 1968 Woody
Guthrie tribute concert as a key moment in his rehabilitation.”) and, because he is such a huge
Dylan fan, was slightly underwhelmed by Positively 4th Street, (“…the book is conceived as a
four-hander… This never quite works, simply because Dylan towers above the other three in
our interest, and in real life very swiftly left them trailing in his wake.” – a true and valid
point and one that perhaps someone should remind Joan Baez of in case she should ever be
tempted to update her own shitty autobiography.)
With a book to promote Hajdu was popping up everywhere during June and July. To Liz
Thomson in Hammick Bookshops’ own Bookmark Magazine he insisted on reminding us just
how much Dylan owed the early success of his career to Joan and went on to make a point
that perhaps did not need making: “…her long decline since the 1960’s had made it difficult
to remember how huge a figure in popular culture she was in her prime.” Yes, it is difficult
to remember and let’s keep it that way, shall we?
To the San Francisco Chronicle’s Philip Elwood he admitted that he always knew that
Dylan would not co-operate and that, without that co-operation, the book would probably not
happen. Then he gained access to four years worth of biographical tapes made by Robert
Shelton. “My book couldn’t have happened without those taped Dylan revelations, “he
admits.”Although the tapes had to be checked. Both Dylan and Farina were very young,
ambitious and vain, constantly revising their past,” Elaborating on Dylan’s lack of input to
Peter Terzian on Newsday.com, he merely reveals that, “Bob Dylan never turned me down –
he just never found the time.” Which, given that Dylan had probably already begun working
on his own autobiography by then, is perhaps not too surprising.
Away from the Bob Dylan back then, Bob Dylan here and now was still treading the boards
and nipped over to Scotland, Ireland and the UK for three blink-and-you’ll-miss-him shows.
(I blinked, I missed him) Liverpool was first and Steve Harrison reviewing for
icLiverpool.com felt that the show started slowly, that Dylan at times almost slipped into
self-parody but that he pulled it off in the end. (O-er, missus) especially during Like A
Rolling Stone; “…there came a point – the start of the final chorus – when among that
thronging mass I felt myself alone, when Bob’s hand reached out and touched the hairs on the
back of my neck, Such moments are rare and beyond price.”
The Observers Pat Kane also found Dylan subdued at times and somewhat frail. His
headline “He is broken – but don’t try to fix him.” Says it all. Though, for all that, Dylan
overcame obstacles and triumphed in the end; “The voice has almost gone, the body is only
just holding up, Yet there’s still a ragged glory about Dylan.” Ever reliable Gavin Martin was
nothing less than enthusiastic in the Independent, “… It was the sort of night where one
could only hope that he lives to be 100 and stays on the road, because these songs simply
keep improving each time he plays them.”
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The Telgraph’s Caspar Llewellyn Smith was equally impressed, finding a “punk energy”
to the rockier numbers and an inner energy in Dylan that belied his age. Even so sensitive
phrasing aside, Smith cannot but help mourn the passing of The Voice, which is now “a
cracked, hoarse, raddled thing.” The Liverpool Daily Post despatched Phillip Key to review
the show. (“I went in as a non-Dylan fan. But if not a total convert, I ended up impressed by
the singers performance”) and David Charters to try and meet the Great Man even get an
offstage snap. Needless to say, he was unlucky on both fronts, though he did get one furtive
photo which, upon enlargement , turned out to be a woman. I guess it was the pencil
moustache that fooled him.
Joe Riley gave The Bobster 10 out of 10 in the Liverpool Echo and concluded that he was
still “the absolute professional from the soles of his slip-on trainers to the tip of his still
tousled hair.” The Mail on Sundays David Bennun was somewhat depressed by Dylan’s first
half delivery and with the audience’s blind adoration (“… you sense that Dylan could replace
the lyrics to This Wheel’s On Fire with those from The Wheels On The Bus – Lord knows,
he might as well do – and still they would cheer him to the echo”) but felt that he
reconnected with his performing art during Fourth Time Around and stayed connected for
the rest of the show.
Meanwhile, in an unidentifiable newspaper, Paul Whitelaw was advising his readers to get
along to the Stirling gig because it may be “perhaps the last chance you’ll have to share the
air with this living legend.” (At least until May 2002 says I) even if, at the 1992 Bobfest, he
felt that “he played like a rat trapped in a shoebox and sang like an adenoidal weasel”. Yes, it
was rather a good performance, wasn’t it? Freewheeler Andrew Muir advised Scotland’s
The Herald to expect the unexpected and not expect the songs to sound the same as the album
versions. Above all, though, “the show will mainly be about having fun.” At least, that was
the idea until the weather and the venue conspired to dampen everyone’s enthusiasm except
for Bob’s and his accountants. A late soundcheck left fans locked out in the pouring ain
waiting for their first glimpse of the fairytale Stirling carpark,,,er, Castle and caused the
Scottish Daily Record to scream,”Shambles Hits Dylan Concert!”. What they made of the
actual gig is not recorded here.
Over in Kilkenny, a projected beer festival before the show was scraped when Garda
Inspector Paschal Connolly told Ireland On Sunday somewhat unfairly that “The only time
there has been a riot after a concert was in Sane, and that was after another Bob Dylan
concert.”
Beer Festival or no beer festival, the Kilkenny show received the media thumbs-up. The
Irish Independants Niamh Hooper was not disappointed and the newspaper even managed to
secure an offstage photo of a cowboy hatted Dylan o his way to the gig. Sean Keane, writing
for the Irish edition of The Mirror was equally impressed and reported that the day was so
pleasant that the Garda didn’t even get a chance to use their water cannon on all those lovely
Bob Dylan fans.
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The Irish Examiners Neans McSweeney enjoyed the whole festival but admitted that Dylan
stole the show; “It was certainly a case of the best wine until last and boy, did the fans lap it
all up”. The Irish Times interviewed many of the fans on the way to the festival and were
rewarded with comments like “Bob is our Jesus” Hardly riveting stuff but they did feature a
lovely onstage ohoto to make up for it. However a day later, the same newspaper featured a
glowing review by Peter Crawley, especially when comparing surprise (sic) special guest
Ron Wood with the star of the show; “… Wood comes off….well, just like a Rolling Stone.
Dylan however, was focused, dignified and taciturn, Icons always are….”
Meanwhile the rest of the world wasn’t ignoring Dylan either. It was reported that the statue
on top of Oslo’s Trondheim Cathedral was modelled on Dylan. Erected in 1969, the sculptor
Kristofer Leirdal has finally revealed where his inspiration came from; “ I saw that singer as
a a representative of American opposition to the Vietnam War. I thought It was appropriate
to have a great poet on the top of the tower. “ Expect lots of Dylan fans to suddenly develop
an interest in 12th Century Architecture the next time the Neverending Tour hits Oslo, then.
In Rolling Stone, Greil Marcus was giving a typical Greil Marcus review of live 1961 to
2000. He seems to have liked it, awarding it 4 ½ stars and saying of It Ain’t Me Babe,”It will
never be sung and played quite like it was this night in 1975. You missed it. Or would have,
if this record didn’t exist.”
Sally Kirkland was giving an interview to Dany Margolies for the Malibu Times, revealing
that she wrote “20 million” poem for Dylan and then waited for answers in his songs. They
last dated year a year ago and she plays his music before his stage appearances. “ He’s my
muse” , she allows, “it hasn’t worked out yet, I’ve been in love with him since my 20’s .
Maybe when we’re in our 90’s”.
Dylan’s boyhood home in Duluth was put up for sale on the internet, still boasting young
Bob’s initials scratched in the woodwork. A “music loving group” headed by Stephen Reuff
eventually secured the “charming duplex” with a bid of $94,600, though second place bidder
Bill Pagel, who offered only $100 less was not giving up without a fight. He contacted the
owners lawyer and offered cash on the nose if he could have it. And the lawyer insisted that
the seller was not “legally bound” to accept the highest bid. Meanwhile, Duluth based DJ ,
and Dylan fan, John Bushey was insisting that the childhood home that really mattered was
the one in Hibbing; “That is where he really grew up that’s where he really became interested
in music” Good news for anyone who has just bunged out nearly a 100 Grand for a house
with scratches in the woodwork, then.
Finally, July brought forth news that Dylan was to release a new album in September
called Love & Theft, and described by Dylan as a greatest hits album without the hits. Those
who had already heard it found it to be “contemporary let rootsy” Edna Gunderson, “The
kind of record that people are hungry for” Don Ienner and “ filled with his trademark level of
dazzling lyrics sophistication.” (Robert Hilburn). It was to be released on September 11,
2001; a date that history will not forget in a hurry, not that we knew it back those more
innocent Summer Days.
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February 2002
This month Oi Ave been mainly reading German concert reviews.
Dylan’s July 2001 tour of Germany produced a veritable deluge of reviews, in the main all
very positive indeed. Without further ado lets have a look at what some of them had to say.
Firstly, the Braunsheweig Concert, Mathias Bejalke , in the Hannoversche Allgemeine
Zeitung, pointed out that this gig was the 1,322 nd of the never ending tour.(good job
someones counting” and that “maybe Dylan’s a sad old man but on stage he gives the
impression that he’s doing what he always wanted to do; to be there on the road and sing his
songs. To be a tramp and a juke box”. Whilst, in the Neue Presse Hannover, Mathiashalbig
especially enjoyed the encores: “….during knocking on heavens door the teenies where on
there feet, and even dancing…Sixty years and Forever Young. Dylan is brilliant.” In a brief
but positive review the Westfalenpost concluded that it was “ a good concert without big
gestures without trapping, but with music.” And Roland Comes, in the Braunschweiger
Zeitung, decided that, while “he’s no master of the guitar and his voice isn’t as flexible as it
used to be, the passion and intensity he expresses…. Not only command respect, but make for
a fascinating experience.”
A couple of days later the Montreux concert is just as enthusiastically received. Reviewing
in Derbund, Brigitta Niederhauser was as impressed with Dylan’s band as Bob himself,
calling Charlie Sexton, “one of the best guitar players in the world.” And getting excited
enough to write, Dylan and his four musketeers are lashing through the dark nights at a rock
n roll gallop, as if they want to face all the ghosts lurking in songs like Visions oF Johanna,
Drifters Escape and Masters Of War.” Reviewing the first week of the Montreux Festival for
Switzerlands Neuezuricher Zeitung, Manfred Papst concluded that, without “videothunderstorms on the sceens” or any concessions to theatricality at all, “everything which was
heard the night before was dwarfed by Bob Dylan’s performance on Sunday night.
In Switzerland Beiler Tagblatt, Ursgilgen especially enjoyed the “marvellously played “
encore and revealed that, before the show, a girl was performing a dance in order to persuade
someone to sell her a ticket and a man was offering sexual services to get into the venue.
Honestly, the things Andy Muir will do in order to get material for Razors Edge Vol 2!
Away from such debauchery Berner Zeitung’s Samual Mumenthaler also enjoyed the
encore. During which “Dylan and the band where rocking like a stadium act” but “it was the
quieter moments which were really surprising. Dylan raised his voice like a blues singer and
revealed his gentle tender side.” Meanwhile, Der Landbote enjoyed the encores and an
“intensive “ Blind Willie McTell and called the show “the highlight of the first weekend”.
Finally, Aargauer Zietung’s Rudolph Amstutz also enjoyed a “stubborn and distraught”
Blind Willie McTell and rated the show as “two hours as a snapshot of a great ‘work in
progress’”.
Onto the Schwabisch Gmund Concert, which was, according to Udo Eberl in Schwabisches
Tagblatt, attended by 12,000 fans who, 2 and a quarter hours later, “went home more than
satisfied.” In Wiesbadener Tagblatt, Gens Frederiksen praised the “grandiose freshness.” Of
the performance. and singled out My Back Pages as the highlight. Steffen Radlmaier again
enjoyed the encores. In the Nurnberger Nachrichten, though he was at pains to point out that
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it was impossible to sing along to Blowin In the Wind, just in case we thought it was still
1984.
In the Neue Wurttemebergische Zeitung, Marcus Zecha turned in a so-so review, claiming
that it was the biggest concert to ever hit Gmund, throwing the city into “a state of
emergency” and that some people spent the first hour of the show bemoaning the fact there
weren’t many Greatest Hits and that when they got them during encore, there weren’t many
chances “bellow along”. Some people. Never satisfied. Don’t know when they’re onto a good
thing. Etc, etc, etc. Henning Dedekind, reviewing for the Stuttgarter Nachrichten, enjoyed in
well enough; “….with the face of a grave digger, he expresses a dry playing mood…the
chorus of Mr. Tambourine Man expresses some kind of tramp/romanticism, loudly acclaimed
by the audience. Dylan is this tramp. He smiles. We picked a good day.” And finally the
Reutlinger General-Anzeiger selected Blowin In The Wind as the shows highlight; “…this
hymn still sounds honest and fresh. Nobody sings Dylan like Dylan.”
Reaching Lorrach, Badische Zeitung presented an on stage pic alongside Jurgen Frey’s
review. Frey found Dylan’s “mumbling and croaking” voice to be powerful enough but
admits that the audience failed to get overly excited. “probably because Dylan strictly refused
all attempts at singing along.” (is it really that important to sing along at a Dylan gig??)
Stuttgartter Zeitung, Michael Werner was extremely positive, calling Dylan “the guvenor”
and claiming that he played “as if this was his last concert. He sang as though he was not sure
that he would wake up the next morning.”
In his column for Oberdadisches Volksblatt, Guido Neidinger admits that he didn’t really
enjoy Lorrach at all. There was, he claims, “a lot of monotony” and he was disappointed that
Dylan didn’t acknowledge the audience or allow photographs,”we took some anyway,
especially because of the prohibition”. The same newspaper also featured a positive review
by Christian K Polit alongside a lovely onstage photo. Amongst the audience, Polit found
Stephan Fehlau who was celebrating his 150th Dylan concert. Respect.
A day later, the same newspaper printed yet another review this time by Jorg Passlick
:”…when he feels the audience understands him a concert can turn into a celebration. Just
like in Lorrach. He gives the audience, which is going wild, 6 encores and says goodbye on
his knees.
The tour hits Bad Reichenhall and Martin Riegler of Neues Volksblatt greets it with
decidedly stroppy review. Complaining about his voice, the drums, and a “stretched” version
of Its All Over Now, Baby Blue. That made him long for the Van Morrison version. Could it
really have been that bad ???? Michael Bucholz, reviewing for the Oberbayerisches
Volksblatt. On the other hand, found it to be “exceptional from the first to the last song” and
revealed that Dylan even signed the promoters guest book – “it was really a very special
night” Bernhard Flieher’s review in an Austrian newspaper featured a superb on stage photo
an d the revelation that the concert briefly “brought the world to a halt.” Germanys Passauer
Neue Presse where unable to get a photo for their review and so left a black box where the
pic should have featured. Sabine Heinritz reveals that over 40 cameras were confiscated but,
for all that, Dylan seemed more relaxed on stage this year. Austria’s Der Standard also
managed to sneak in a naught onstage photo and reviewer Christian Schachinger had his faith
restored with a “snotty punk version of All Along The Watchtower”.
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Thomas Karmar’s Diepresse Review was accompanied by another nice photo and he rates
Dylan’s band almost as highly “the Band” and claims that Drifters Escape and watchtower
where definite highlights of the show. Karl Bruckmaier of the Suddeutsche Zeitung was less
impressed, claiming that Dylan lost his voice during To Ramona but found it again during
Hard Rain. Abendzietung’s L. Grassberger also reckoned that “Dylan’s voice has lost it’s
warmth but sounds sharper than ever.” Maria Rockenwagner, reviewing for Germanys
Reichenhaller Tagblatt, called it no less than “an overwhelming concert.” And although
“Dylan doesn’t attach great importance to perfect music”, he concludes that “some things
become better the older they get. The same is obviously true of Bob Dylan.”
Finally, a review of the Taormina concert appeared in Germany’s Suddeutsche Zeitung by
Willi Winkler. It was a positive enough review but of perhaps greater interest is the revelation
that “according to local legend, Dylan asked for a sunshade and a table, and while drinking a
beer, was lost in viewing Mount Etna spewing flames”. A nice image.
Meanwhile, closer to home, an unknown Scottish newspaper featured two reviews of the
Stirling Castle show. The first, by Vicky Collins, was decidedly lukewarm, claiming that
Dylan’s anti-showbiz onstage demeanour was admirable but an artists job is to entertain,
especially as “a Dylan concert is costly”, and Dylan failed to do so. John Williamson more or
less disagreed;”…now in his seventh decade, Dylan may frequently deviate from greatness,
but he remains a fascinating, laudable, and often enjoyable live act.”
Ireland’s hot press – who, I believe, haven’t had a bad word to say about Dylan for nigh on a
decade now- despatched Jackie Hayden to review the Kilkenny show. Despite a rushed
Desolation Row, which “took the concept of artistic reinterpretation to wilfully pointless
extremes”, the show soon picked up and became “two hours of no-nonsense, non-stop
unapologetic rock, and all played and sang with a passion and power …truly something very
special had been delivered.”
Away from the live shows July’s Record Collector was giving the thumbs up to the vinyl
reissues of Bringing It All Back Home, and Highway 61 Revisited, both of which, according
to Andy Neill, sounded “as fresh, vital as near to life changing as they did over three decades
ago.” Peter Doggett was less impressed with the tribute disc A Nod To Bob, which was
“pleasant but never compelling” and only featured one track-Rambling Jack Elliotts Don’t
Think Twice – which “doesn’t treat the material as a sacred object.”
Also in July America’s Eastsidejournal.com where pretty enthusiastic about Andy Muir’s
Razors Edge. The unlikely named Claude Flowers especially enjoyed the “priceless” 1993
Camden episode and found the book to be “loads of fun, packed with witty insights.” UK
Making Musics Martin Scott was not so convinced praising Muir for his “gift for
understatement that really brings home how bad the 1993 Hammersmith shows must have
been.” But asking Making Music’s readship “Do you care?” before concluding “this is a
labour of love, for a small audience….check it out carefully before spending.”
Augusts Q gave 4 stars to the Essential Bob Dylan compilation. David Quantick called it “a
linear fellow with few surprises.” And “a sensible shoes list”, though he did admit that all the
classics were here and “there are some fun moments.” Further along, Phil Sutcliffe gave 3
stars to David Hadju’s Positively Fourth Street and Andy Fyfle awarded Howard Sounes
Down The Highway a deserved 4 stars, concluding that Clinton Heylins Behind The Shades
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is still the best biography but that “Down The Highway is far more entertaining in its gently
scurrilous, if slightly clunky way.”
Finally, Andy Muir popped up in British Telecoms own BT Today newspaper explaining
why he decided to write Razors Edge; “my aim was to put this vast and unwieldy tour into
some kind of perspective…. The Never Ending Tour has become a phenomenon in my own
life.” There’s also a photo of Andy sitting amongst some of his Dylan cds, albums and tapes.
I am convinced that, if you stare carefully at the top left hand corner you can see, just peeking
out from behind an old Dylan vinyl bootleg, the corner of the Glitter Bands first album. It
could be my eyes of course, but it’s nice to think that , somewhere within his closet, Andy
still has those spangly 1973 loon pants.

THANKS FOR
Help this month to Jens Winter, Graham Ashston and Andy (Hey!) Muir.
Graham W, Tony S. Bryan G.

Mark Carter
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LIKE JUDAS KISSING FLOWERS
By Robert Foryan

Black Crow Blues
“Black Crow Blues” was one of the
delights of my younger days. Dylan’s
performance on this 1964 recording is
filled with such verve, such energy, that
even I can’t resist tapping my feet. The
way Dylan sings and plays piano is totally
life-enhancing, utterly youthful. He sounds
like a young man singing a young man’s
song – which is a huge step from the
singing and the songs on his eponymous
first LP.
Wilfrid Mellers (“A Darker Shade of
Pale”) says of “Black Crow Blues”, that it
is a “mean, low-down honky-tonk number
(which) seems… desolately negative, yet
generates energy from its meanness so that
it comes across as a kind of affirmation”.
In 1964, all I heard was that affirmation. I
heard a positive, good-time sound. If it
was a blues, it was a blues that, like
“Don’t Think Twice”, made you feel better
about yourself. I wonder now at my
blindness, my youthful naivety. The sound
belied the lyrics; which begs the question:
does that make it a good performance or
not? Should a song on record possess an
aural mood that reflects the mood of its
story or doesn’t it matter? There was
something else that I must have noticed
about this song when I was young, when I
only possessed three Bob Dylan LPs, but
which, looking back from now I don’t
remember noticing. That is the simple fact
that Dylan plays piano instead of folk
guitar. I don’t think that I thought anything
about this at the time. I don’t remember
thinking it was unusual.
What puzzles me more, nearly 40 years on,
is how I could have failed to grasp the

darkness at the heart of this song. The title
itself – “Black Crow Blues” – is dark
enough. It’s hard to think of a more
threatening title to give a song. Singing the
blues is bad enough, but the “Black Crow
Blues”? What should that have said to me
all those years ago? What does the crow
symbolise?
In English mythology and folk-lore the
crow is an unlucky bird, a harbinger of
death. In “The White Goddess”, Robert
Graves talks about the ‘Night-Crow’
which “brings terror” and “terrible is its
colour”. The raven is a species of crow and
Edgar Allen Poe’s raven was not exactly a
joy-bringer. To be fair Graves does give
another side to the picture but, in general, I
think that crows are bad news!
The result is that, for me, this becomes a
spooky, truly scary song. I don’t think that
Dylan is likely to have had that intention
(though who can tell?), but that is how I
feel when I really pay attention to the
lyrics, which, thankfully, isn’t often. I do
wonder if Dylan had seen Alfred
Hitchcock’s film “The Birds”, shortly
before writing “Black Crow Blues” – it
was released in 1963 and caused a
considerable stir at the time. He certainly
alludes to Hitchcock’s “Psycho” in a later
track on this same album.
Looking at the song itself, I find a puzzle
attached to the first line. I always heard
this on the record as:
“I woke in the mornin’, wonderin’, weary
and worn out”
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But “Lyrics 1962-1985” gives:
“I woke in the mornin’, wanderin’, wasted
and worn out”
Normally when I find such discrepancies I
ignore “Lyrics 1962-1985”. In my world,
the official version is always what Dylan
sings on the album. Later revisions on
paper or in performance are seen (by me)
as revisits or reinterpretations. They do not
have the cachet of ‘official album lyrics’.
In this case, though, the book has set me a
quandary. I know he doesn’t sing ‘wasted’,
that is obvious. But does he sing
‘wonderin’ or ‘wanderin’? I find it
impossible now to be sure. Either word is
apposite, for they both work in their
different ways. “I woke in the mornin’,
wonderin’” feels right. It’s how you wake
in the morning – wondering what day it is,
what bed you are in, whether that was a
dream or reality. It’s that foggy, fuggy,
fuzzy first-thing-in-the- morning feeling,
before you get your bearings. But
‘wanderin’ works as well. It may even
work better in the context of this particular
song. Oh, I know there is a nonsense
element to it – how can you wake
wandering? Waking up is a sedentary
business. But it works in the sense that this
is so obviously a road song. In the next
verse the singer is “standin’ at the side
road”; and in the final verse he sees “Black
crows… across a broad highway”. I
always hear this as an out-of-doors, on the
road song. I can smell the grass in that
meadow; I see the singer, hobo-like,
waking in the morning in a ditch or a
haystack. Then he’s up and on the road,
lonesome, “standin’ on the side road”
trying to hitch a ride. It’s a new morning
and the sun is on the rise, dispelling a little
of the darkness at the edge of the singer’s
soul. For as that first verse continues,
“Black Crow Blues” is, at least in part, a
song of lost love. The last line of this verse
has him wishing his long-lost lover would
“tell me what it’s all about”. He’s as
puzzled as I am, not knowing what he’s

done wrong. So maybe that first line does
use ‘wonderin’ after all.
The second verse is disturbingly edgy – as
if he’s overdosed on caffeine, except that
there’s no morning coffee when you wake
in the fields. He tells us twice that he’s
“listenin’ to that billboard knock”: its
relentless banging adding to the frenetic
“kickin” and “tickin” of his nerves. This
feels like a tightly wired young man:
“Well, my wrist was empty
But my nerves were kickin’
Tickin’ like a clock”
The empty wrist may emphasise that any
tickin’ is his nerves not his watch, but does
it also allude to some masturbatory
absence? I only ask because the third verse
is heavily sexual:
“If I got anything you need, babe…
You can come to me sometime,
Night time, day time, any time you want”
In fact, the two verses taken together reek
with
unassuaged
sexual
yearning.
Significantly, the girl he’s missing is a
“long-lost lover” not a “long-lost love”.
That ‘r’ makes a difference.
The fourth verse is hugely pointed, given
that this was 1964:
“Sometimes I’m thinkin’ I’m too high to
fall”
To ponder on this line, remembering the
mythological status that the name ‘Bob
Dylan’ had attained by the time he wrote
this song, is enough to chill the marrow of
your bones. It is every bit as scary as the
blackest of night crows, as potentially
filled with malevolence as any black bird
of ill-omen. It seems an intensely personal
line to have written – something he must
have thought to himself in those days
when, as a young man, we treated his
every word like one of Moses’ tablets; the
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word of God. What were we doing to him?
Little wonder that those thoughts would
bring him “so low, I don’t know if I can
come up at all”. Or that his nerves were
“tickin’ like a clock”.
So when this wired, nervy, folk-hero/hobo
sees “Black crows in the meadow” it is
barely surprising if he feels that he can’t
cope. The birds are here for a reason; here
because the artist knows that we will know
that the black crow is an unlucky bird, a
bird of death. The black crows symbolise
his fears. When he sings: “I’m out of
touch, I just don’t feel much like a
scarecrow today”, we know what he
means. We should anyway. We should
know that those crows are what scare him
– but maybe, mostly, we don’t notice.
Well, I don’t notice often, because I am so
buoyed by the spirit of the music and by
Dylan’s performance, which uplifts and
comforts me. Which brings me back to my
earlier point: does it actually matter that
the mood of the performance does not
match the mood of the lyrics? Or perhaps
you feel that it does? Perhaps you hear this
song differently? I can’t help feeling that
the mood of the performance ought to
matter. Yet I cannot now imagine hearing
this song in any other way and, of course, I
never have heard it sung in any other way.
Perhaps it would have made a difference if
“Black Crow Blues” had been performed
live a few times down the years and, in the
process, we had been presented with a
darker reading. It’s probably too late now.
Even if Dylan decides to resurrect this
song, 37 years of one version seems to
suggest that there can only be one
definitive “Black Crow Blues”. The way a
song is performed obviously is important.
Thinking of “Black Crow Blues” has
reminded me of another, older song which
performers often seem to misinterpret.
This song also contains a black bird and,
though it is a very different kind of song,

there is, for me, a resonance of “Black
Crow Blues”.

It was after midnight and I had got up to
turn off the radio and go to bed, when a
baritone began to sing ‘Bye-Bye,
Blackbird’ with the rueful reverence the
song deserves. I sat down again, and I was
lost.
These are the opening lines of “Here Come
The Tigers”, a short story by the American
humorist, James Thurber, the creator of
Walter Mitty. Thurber was haunted by the
song
“Bye-Bye
Blackbird”.
His
biographer, Harrison Kinney, writes:
“’Bye-Bye
Blackbird’
remained
his
favourite from the day it emerged in the
mid-twenties; the melody and words held
an almost mystical fascination for him”.
Since reading Thurber and noticing how
often the song appears in his writings, I
have also developed a feeling for “ByeBye Blackbird”. Sometimes your feelings
are influenced by what others say. I never
liked the song “Tryin’ To Get To Heaven’,
and I never noticed anything special about
the way Dylan sings the word ‘memory’ in
that song. Then I read Michael Gray, who
wrote: “Once you’ve heard him sing this,
it’s quite impossible afterwards to
encounter the word in any other poetic
context without it coming through via the
immaculately
alluring
mediation
of
Dylan’s voice”. I’m not sure that I even
agree with Gray (about the way Dylan
sings that word), but because I once read
that sentence, I hear Dylan’s voice nearly
every time I now read the word ‘memory’
– in a poetic context or not. Though
context is all: ‘Blue Velvet’ was an
innocent adolescent love song until David
Lynch made that film.
As I was saying, through James Thurber I
came to love the song ‘Bye-Bye
Blackbird’, and I know, instinctively, what
he means about the way it should be sung:
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with ‘rueful reverence’. The mistake most
singers make is to sing the song lightly and
chirpily (must be that damned blackbird!),
as if it is a shallow but fun song. It is not a
fun song. There is nothing cheerful about
‘Bye-Bye Blackbird’. Sung properly it is
the saddest, scariest song in the world, and
if David Lynch ever makes a movie
utilising ‘Bye-Bye Blackbird’ it might be
recognised as such. Sung properly it is
always
2 o’clock in the morning and
it is always the 1940s. I think the mistake
most interpreters of this song make is
based on a mis-reading of the lines “Where
somebody waits for me, sugar’s sweet, so
is she”. They assume that this makes it a
happy song, that the singer is out on the
town having a good time, but looking
forward to returning home to his beloved.
They are wrong. The one thing I know is
that this guy doesn’t want to go to home:
Pack up all my cares and woe,
Here I go, singing low,
Bye, bye, blackbird.
Where somebody waits for me
Sugar’s sweet, so is she,
Bye, bye, blackbird.
No-one here can love or understand me
Oh, the hard luck stories they all hand me.
Make my bed and light the light,
I’ll be home, late tonight,
Blackbird, bye, bye.

up of twos, and of fours”. These are the
“nice arrangements of living, the twos and
fours. Two is company, four is a party,
three is a crowd. One is a wanderer”.
You’ll know by now why I have to quote
this extract from ‘One Is A Wanderer’:
Out of remembrance comes everything;
out of remembrance comes a great deal,
anyway. You can’t do anything if you don’t
let yourself remember things. He began to
whistle a song because he found himself
about to remember things, and he knew
what things they would be, things that
would bring a grimace to his mouth and to
his eyes, disturbing fragments of old
sentences, old scenes and gestures, hours,
and rooms, and tones of voice, and the
sound of a voice crying. All voices cry
differently; there are no two voices in the
whole world that cry alike; they’re like
footsteps and fingerprints and the faces of
friends…
He became conscious of the song he was
whistling. He got up from the chair in
front of his covered typewriter, turned out
the light, and walked out of the room to the
elevator, and there he began to sing the
last part of the song, waiting for the
elevator. ‘Make my bed and light the light,
for I’ll be home late tonight, blackbird,
bye, bye’.
********

The clue about how to sing the song is
right there in the line: “Here I go, singing
low”. ‘Bye-Bye Blackbird’ should be sung
slowly and lowly and plaintively. Sung
that way it becomes another song entirely
from the one most people seem to know. It
has been said that the blackbird has the
sweetest song of any bird, sweeter even
than the nightingale. ‘Bye-Bye Blackbird’
is truly haunting (in the real sense of the
word) but it is not sweet. Thurber could
write serious prose as well as humour. One
of his saddest pieces is called ‘One Is A
Wanderer’. He says: “One’s life is made

Headless dogs have nowhere to go other
than follow the scent-laden trail of their
former headful existence, with no nose to
guide that journey. Two-headed dogs can
go everywhere but reach nowhere as they
follow the strange quadrophonic whine of
their own sonic universe. Some of us are
good at starting journeys, others are
resolute as the distance unfolds, few
manage to reach journey’s end intact or
see that end as they imagined it. Most
never truly see journey’s end.
Live long and prosper.
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Hipsters, Flipsters And Finger Poppin’ Daddies!
By CP Lee

Death To Ambiguity!
Two recent events have stirred my interest and given such food for thought that they’ve
inspired this piece – The first was discovering that the number one selling single in Great
Britain (not this week, obviously) was an Afro-American rapper called Afroman, with a
rendition of his song ‘Cos I Got High’, and the second was David Blunkett announcing a
relaxation in the cannabis laws.
Before Afroman topped the charts I’d been zapping channels on my TV (looking for another
bargain on QVC) when I happened to come across the video for ‘High’ on some music
channel or other. As luck would have it I had a cassette lined up in the VCR so was able to
record it. When I played it back I couldn’t believe what I was seeing.
It started off with Afroman lighting up a huge ‘blunt’, the popular name for joints amongst
young people now, so I’m told – actually, this has just led me into the world of Harry Potter
and I think I might be the first person to ever mention it, but ‘muggles’, that is, nonmagicians in Potter world, was also the slang word for reefers, joints, sticks of tea, etc. Is JK
Rowlings aware of this? – I think we should be told! – Anyway, he lights up his dope and
then sings his song about how he got high and the ensuing disasters that this action provokes.
Reading that you might be misled into thinking that it was an anti-drug song, but you’d be
wrong. It’s a glorious celebration about smoking weed, witty, self deprecatory and very, very
catchy.
The next thing I know, the Home Secretary is on TV telling us that he’s reclassifying
cannabis and that simple possession is more or less decriminalised. I nearly choked on my
spliff.
The next thing is hearing Afroman on Radio 4’s Today programme being asked to comment
by John Humphries or James Naughtie, on the Home Secretary’s decision. I begin to think to
myself that the world is getting too surreal. Then I spotted in The Guardian that he was on
that evening’s edition of Top of the Pops and I knew that somehow somewhere, a circle was
being completed.
Afroman came on and was duly introduced and set about performing his number one hit. He
performed it as if he was really stoned and I still can’t make up my mind whether that was a
good thing or a bad thing, but that question is academic. The important thing is, when did the
broadcast media in the UK suddenly decide it was alright to play songs about dope? I heard
Blunkett’s announcement and that was virtually the same week as Afroman’s appearance on
British telly. I Got High had been receiving airplay for weeks before that. What else had
slipped by me since I passed fifty?
Almost thirty-four years ago a fresh faced – oh, alright – a young Bob Dylan reached number
seven in the UK charts with Rainy Day Women #12 & 35. Despite its lyric exhorting
“everybody must get stoned!” Dylan went out of his way to deny that he wrote ‘drug songs’.
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“… this is probably one song that your English music press here would call ‘a drug song’.
Well I don’t write ‘drug songs’. I never have. I wouldn’t know how to go about it… I’m not
saying this for any kind of defence, or reason, or anything like that.”
Albert Hall, May 1966.
Dylan was actually referring here to Visions of Johanna, but we get the message. I can clearly
remember reading his words in Melody Maker the week after the concert and then quoting
them back at school to someone who was arguing that the world was awash with drug songs
and Dylan was the principal pusher. But – and it’s a big BUT – when it came to defending
RDW#12&35, we (Dylan’s defenders) were on much shakier ground. Thankfully the lyrics
were ambiguous enough to argue the toss. It was about artistic freedom; it was about the
stifling atmosphere of provincial life in a post-war world; it was, at that time, literally about
Dylan getting stoned by his audience who were rejecting the ‘Folk Rock’ direction he was
going in; it was about anything, but most certainly it wasn’t about drugs. Of course, the irony
was, that to those in the know, the ‘in-crowd’, the hip, the cool, all knew that it was about
getting stoned. We just wouldn’t admit it to outsiders.
At that time our moral guardians were ever vigilant in their search for questionable material
and had achieved a great deal of success in getting certain records banned from airplay on the
radio. Up until 1967/8 there really weren’t that many contenders until bands like Jefferson
Airplane and Country Joe & The Fish flew out of San Francisco and into our consciousness.
The Beatles denied that Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds was a drug song. So did The Byrds
as regards Eight Miles High. Perhaps the most bizarre victim of the witch hunt was Puff The
Magic Dragon, an innocuous children’s song that suddenly found itself bracketed with
Steppenwolf’s The Pusher (actually an anti-drug song if ever there was one) and The Electric
Prunes’ I Guess I Had Too Much To Dream Last Night (which, frankly, could have been
about anything!).
Now the provenance of RDW#12&35 as a celebratory ‘up’ song about getting stoned is
closely intertwined with its sing along, anthemic appeal. There’d been songs about getting
stoned before Dylan – notably Ray Charles’s Let’s Go Get Stoned, but that was a more
relaxed, after hours type tune about gin. Sinatra’s Ratpack all joshed and joked on stage and
TV about ‘getting stoned’. Dean Martin made a career out of it. Robert Shelton in No
Direction Home tells us how Dylan and Phil Spector heard Ray Charles’s version on a
jukebox in a Los Angeles hang-out called The Fred C Dobbs Coffee Shop –
‘Both of them, Spector told me later, “were surprised to hear a song that free, that explicit”.’
Shelton, p322.
A couple of months later Dylan recorded RDW#12&35 at a Nashville Blonde on Blonde
session. While we don’t know if Dylan was ‘high’ during the session (and it’s not particularly
relevant anyway), the musicians were certainly stoned in the traditional sense, Dylan having
sent out for coffee carton sized cups of a particularly strong local cocktail that rendered them,
how shall we say… more relaxed.
Skip forward a few months and we’re back to the release of the single and the resultant
controversy over the lyrics. I have to confess here that I have no memory of it being banned
by the BBC at that time. Remember there wasn’t even a Radio 1 until 1967, if RDW#12&35
would have appeared on the Light Programme it would probably have been played by the
BBC Light Orchestra with vocals by Elvis Costello’s father Ross MacManus! I have a feeling
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that it was a few more months before they followed the American line and started looking
closely at songs. The first one I can remember being specifically banned was The Beatles’ A
Day In The Life because of the ‘went upstairs and had a smoke’ line. Interestingly, I can’t
find any reference to RDW#12&35 being banned in this country. In all probability that’s
because it never got played anyway!
But back to the point – In the late 1960s and early 70s it was fun to work out which drugs
songs had slipped past the censors – Here Comes The Nice by the Small Faces being one of
my particular favourites. How could the BBC have failed to notice the lines ‘He knows what
I want, he knows what I need. He’s always there if I need some speed’? Obviously tunes like
The Brotherhood of Man’s (that’s the Lowell George, American BOM, by the way), Don’t
Bogart That Joint My Friend, was heading for the can as soon as it was released. However,
over the decades some blatant drug songs did get by through an adoption of the ambiguous
stance – Musical Youth’s Pass The Dutchy (presumably the BBC couldn’t begin to conceive
of 13 year old kids singing about dope, or couldn’t speak Jamaican patois), The Farm’s
Ebeneezer Goode, (‘E’s are good, geddit?) being two that spring to mind.
Throughout the years though it was Dylan and his wet women that remained a constant, even
if the lyrics have remained ambiguous (‘They’ll stone you’ = friends or foes? – literally with
stones, or with marijuana?). I think it’s a fair comment to say that since Dylan first began
performing this song live in January 1974, audiences have enthusiastically adopted the
approach that the tune’s ethos was one of hedonistic abandon and duly entered into the spirit
of its celebratory nature.
Question? If this were a new song, released this week, would it receive airplay without let or
hindrance? Answer – I think that the current climate is now, finally, after so many decades of
repression, allowing us to do away with ambiguity in relation to taking cannabis. Lenny
Bruce said he believed legalisation would happen within his lifetime. I still await full
legalisation, but feel it’s nearly here. And as Bob Dylan said – ‘Everybody must get stoned!’

C. P. Lee
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Wherever the children go,
I'll follow them...
by Paula Radice

I know it's getting far too late
to say it now, but Happy New Year
anyway, to all the Freewheelers.
Thank you, too, for all the kind
welcomes to the ranks - I feel well and truly welcomed!
2002 is already shaping up to be an interesting Dylan year,
even after the landmarks of last year. It's nice to start the
year looking forward to European shows, and particularly kind
of Bob to schedule his British shows specially so that I can
attend as many as possible (thanks, Bob). Brighton on a
Saturday (only an hour's drive from Hastings, and where I
managed in 1995 to get some photos of Bob leaving his hotel and acquire some more good memories of Monica and I behaving
in a rather silly manner), then Bournemouth on a Sunday, and
the two London shows on the next weekend. If things work out,
I may even manage Brussels, since that's a weekend one too.
The hardest thing to bear about teaching is not being able to
take time off when I want to. I know teachers are always
being taunted about our long holidays (which we most
definitely need, by the way) - but we have no flexibility over
when we can take them. Travelling is always at its most
expensive in the school holidays, and we never get a chance to
take holidays when there aren't hoards of children everywhere!
I would trade two weeks of my Summer break for the chance to
take 3 or 4 days off during the year when I wanted to - for
quiet Christmas shopping, or for Dylan shows. I shall feel a
few pangs the night of the Newcastle show - I'd love to go and
meet up with everyone, but it's midweek...
One small advantage of teaching is that I can occasionally
sneak Bob into the curriculum. Actually, he is officially
there already. The National Literacy Strategy, which has laid
down our daily "Literacy Hour", says that children in Year 5
(9-10 year-olds) should study examples of "choral poetry" and
there are model Schemes of Work that suggest basing that
module of work on Dylan lyrics. So as far as I know, there
could be innumerable primary schools in England and Wales
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already teaching Dylan songs in the Literacy Hour.
Unfortunately, my school isn't one of them: it most certainly
would be if I were teaching Year 5.
I think I can state with some confidence that ours is the only
school in the country that celebrates Bob Dylan's birthday
every year with cakes in the Staff Room. It's the practice to
bring cakes in when it's your birthday, but because mine is
always in Half Term (four days after Bob's) we have them on
the 24th May instead, much to everyone's amusement. In fact,
I have become renowned for it. More than once I have been
approached on teaching courses around East Sussex with "Oh,
All Saints, that's the school that has cakes on Bob Dylan's
birthday"! Oh well, I suppose eccentricity isn't that bad a
vice.
So how else do I amuse myself by getting Bob into school? I
did once manage to have all the display boards in the
classroom labelled with the titles of Dylan songs or albums.
One displaying children's newspaper reports about a tornado
hitting the school was labelled "Blowing in the Wind" (groan),
another of children's pictures in the style of Monet was
titled "In the Garden". There was also a display of their
drawings of themselves (yes, you've got it, "Self Portrait").
The school secretary, another Dylan fan, was the only one who
cottoned on to what I was doing. Yes, I admit it was all
rather childish, but I haven't always been very happy at work,
and it was just a small gesture to cheer myself up.
Recently, I had to take a whole-school Assembly on the theme
of "Celebrating Difference". I chose to do it on the glory of
the differences between human voices and played songs by both
Dylan and Eric Bibb. The children all giggled hugely, mostly
(I hope) just because of the novelty of not having to listen
to their usual daily dose of classical music, but I suspect
that Bob's voice took them somewhat by surprise too. The song
I played, by the way, was "Masters of War". The children did
much prefer the Eric Bibb song ("I Heard the Angels Singing",
from his most recent CD, Painting Signs), and many ended up
swaying and clapping along, which you can't really blame them
for, if you know the song, one of the Rev. Gary Davis'.
A year or two back, I gave another Assembly on "Tolerance" by
telling them the story of Hezekiah Jones, as if it were a true
story. I actually don't know, but would like to, whether it
was a Lord Buckley-invented story or one which had as its
basis a real incident. I strongly suspect the latter.
Anyway, even if it isn't a true story there are sufficient
thousands of similar incidents both in the past and nowadays
to allow it to be used as an illustration of the intolerance
that can masquerade as religious belief.
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I was a bit unsure about telling the story, actually, as we
are a Church of England school and the "Christians" (very
firmly in inverted commas) in the story are so clearly the bad
guys. But religious intolerance is religious intolerance, and
I decided that it was not important which religion the bigots
belonged to: the point was the evil that narrow-minded
intolerance can lead to. And it isn't really a story about
religion, is it? It's racial intolerance, dressed up as
religious virtue. Hezekiah Jones is lynched not because he's
areligious but because he has the audacity to hold a differing
opinion to his racial and therefore social "betters", people
who are terrified of independent thought in any form but
especially in the form of an "ignorant nigger".
The children sat very quietly while I told the story. There's
generally quite a bit of shuffling and mumbling in Assembly.
After all, if you put nearly 250 seven-to-eleven year-olds in
one room, including a dozen or so children with behavioural
problems and the attention span of gnats, you can't expect
twenty minutes of respectful silence. But that morning they
listened very quietly, even when I played Bob's version of
"Black Cross" at the end. And later on, individual children
came up to me throughout the day to tell me how much the story
had affected them.
They had picked up from me how much
Dylan's performance of the story means to me - and they
responded very sensitively.
Some years back, there was a piece in "Look Back", the
precursor of "On the Tracks", from an American teacher about
the reaction of his elementary class to some Dylan songs. I
am very tempted to try a similar experiment with my Year 3s.
Their response to things is often startlingly original, and
I'm sure would throw up some interesting ideas and
perceptions. They have not yet acquired the dead weight of
our adult cultural filters, which leaves us unable to meet new
art without overlaying it with all of our accumulated
preconceptions and prejudices.
For example, a few years ago, I looked with my class at
Renoir's painting "Les Parapluies", and asked them to think
about the people in the picture, with their blue clothes and
umbrellas. What was each of them doing there? How were they
feeling? What were their relationships to one another? I was
sure that most of them would focus on the little girl in the
right foreground of the picture, one of only two figures
looking out of the picture at the viewer, but instead they
came to the conclusion that the man and woman on the left were
getting married and had asked everyone at the wedding to wear
blue as it was their favourite colour. The clusters of blue
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umbrellas in the background were an arch made for the happy
couple to walk through as they left the wedding!
I can't look at the picture in the same light now - the
children's interpretation was so much fresher and more
original, and ultimately more optimistic, than anything I
would ever have come up with. Of course it doesn't fit the
context or the details of the painting. It makes much more
(adult) sense to say that the people are all in the park on a
rainy day, and that most are strangers to each other, except
that the man fancies the central female figure and is trying,
unsucessfully, to make a connection with her. That doesn't
matter. I like the seven-year olds' interpretation better.
And so, probably, would have Renoir, who said, "Why shouldn't
art be pretty? There are enough unpleasant things in the
world."
Children speak as they find, and I'm sure they would provide
us with new things to think about in Dylan's lyrics and
delivery. Perhaps at the end of the year, when we've got
through all the National Curriculum requirements and the
tests, I'll give it a go. I'll keep you posted.
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ISIS CELEBRATES
One of the presents I found in my stocking
on Christmas morning was "ISIS A BOB
DYLAN ANTHOLOGY" Edited by Derek
Barker. This anthology was published to
celebrate 100 issues of the Dylan magazine
ISIS and is a kind of best-of, though it
includes a few new pieces, that is arranged
chronologically according to Dylan's career
rather than the issue of ISIS in which it first
appeared. This means that it can be read as
a kind of biography or dipped into
according to what period interests you.
I've not yet read it all but have thoroughly
enjoyed the sections I have dipped into. In
common, I imagine, with most of you, one
of the things that I enjoyed about getting
new Dylan albums was not only the music
on the vinyl but the cover it came in. Today
CD booklets can also bring their rewards
even if nowadays I sometime need a
magnifying glass. It has always been the
same for me with music books. I love
studying the introductions, credits,
acknowledgements, contents, notes,
appendices, index and epilogue.
The ones in this anthology yield their own
delights. It is good to see that long time
Freewheelers Chris Cooper (with his
fascinating Dave Kelly interview from
1987) and Mark Carter (with a couple of
his cartoons including a new one especially
for this book) are included in the book
itself. It is also nice to see Mel Gamble and
John Green mentioned for past help and
assistance above and beyond the call of
duty. Newer Freewheelers Andrew Muir
(with a fine piece on the four songs from
Time Out Of Mind that really move him)
and CP Lee (with two pieces on the electric
Dylan in 65 and 66 in the USA and UK -the
66 article being a new one commissioned
for this book). I enjoyed the short quotes

By Richard Lewis
that precede the contents page (all by
Dylan) and the ones that precede the
appendices (all about Dylan). In the
appendix, the section on Some Historic
Live Performances (together with where
you can find them on CD) and the list of
fifty recommended Bootleg CDs are both
useful reference points.
The first section of the anthology that I read
was the one on the 65/66 Dylan that takes
up 40 pages and includes the previously
mentioned pieces by CP Lee, an interview
with Mickey Jones and pieces on Dylan in
Australia and three eyewitness accounts of
the final night at the Royal Albert Hall on
27th May 1966. Taken together these
articles give someone who wasn't around
then a real flavour of what was happening
and for those of us who were fortunate
enough to see Dylan in 65 and 66 an
accurate picture of what we remember.
They give a context to what you hear if you
now put on any of the 65/66 bootlegs that
we are lucky enough to have available. It is
also very useful to have the original date of
publication listed after each article as this
also gives the reader a context to take into
account as they read.
Each article in the book is headed by an
appropriate photo, record sleeve, ticket or
other image and together with some fine
full page photos (I particularly liked the
one by Watt Casey from Houston in 1976
on page 144) they add to the overall
impression of a careful labour of love by
Derek and his publishers. I now look
forward to reading some more. In the
meantime I would suggest to all you
Freewheelers that this is an essential
purchase. Our turn next?
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ISN’T IT A PITY ?
By Chris Cooper
Once again we approach the anniversary of the death of our former member John Green. In my
work I have attended / talked about bereavement and I am well aware of a worn statement that
deaths that occur near festive times are harder to forget as the event becomes linked with the
bereavement. To be honest I said it but never truly appreciated that significance till the kidda
died. Christmas holds little joy for me these days. You can couple that with kids growing up
and leaving home and my own inner struggle with aging and life generally I guess. But either
way this is a hard time nowadays. So when Dizzy phone me I was not expecting what she said,
“Have you heard, George Harrison has dies?” I put the phone down and stood there stunned.
After a minute I was asking myself “had I heard that right?” So I walked to out newsagent and
got the papers on Friday November 16th the front page news really hit home.
“Beatle George Is Dead” it said in plain type.
I don’t know about you but I was a Beatles fan, still have all their records and quite a lot of the
solo stuff that followed, and yes, I bought “All Things Must Pass” when it was reissued on CD.
I must say that the public response to George’s death has surprised me. He was the shy, quiet
one, always in the background , though I often felt he was musically the most competent of the
quartet. Since the Beatles split he has remained very low profile, so its no surprise that his
death is handled in a similar quiet manner. Already cremated, no fuss and no “big star”
gathering. His family left alone with their grief. George handled his life with poise and dignity
and it’s reassuring to see the end handled in that self same way.
Obviously John Lennon’s death was more shocking due to it being violent but in many ways I
find the death of George somehow seals the Beatles in time in a way that Lennon’s death did
not. Maybe because George’s was a natural end as it were.
Dizzy phoned me back to tell me there were things on the telly and I watched a very distressed
Paul McCartney trying to make sense of the loss of his “little brother” as he called George. I
know people want to see this stuff but really I feel we should leave them alone. You could see
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the guy just wanted to get away and the press were pursuing him. After all he had lost his own
wife Linda to the same problem. They were not permitting Paul the one thing that George will
always remind me of Dignity.
Now the day in question was also the day of our bi-monthly Cambridge meetings. We always
play some video and whilst I had things all arranged I changed the program at the last minute
to include some George stuff. Of course it’s a bob evening so it had to be Bob and George
together so I used one track from Wembley 17-10-87 and the George bits from the 30th
Anniversay gig including “Pages” and “Knockin” as George can be seen on both. We usually
get 25-30 people at these events but there were a lot more this night, the place was packed.
I stood at the back some of the time so I can see it from Punters land and I was soon tapped on
the shoulder by one of our regular faces whose name I confess escapes me. “Thanks for
bringing this “ he said nodding to the TV as George was singing “Absolutely Sweet Marie” I
nodded “OK” and commented “there’s a lot of people tonight” the guy looked around “I
wasn’t coming but I had to go out tonight, I couldn’t stay in after I heard the news”. I’m pretty
surprised because this guy is easily 20 years my junior and won’t remember the Beatles. So I
ask him “well I wouldn’t have thought you were a Beatles fan?” . He smiled back and I could
see that he had a lump in his throat. “I’m not”, he said ”but this means the end of an era now
doesn’t it?”
Does it???
“Life goes on within you and without you”
Rest easy George.
And if you want some music to listen to look out for a smiling guy with a large case of cds, it’ll
be John Green.
Till Next Time.
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GEORGE

by

Dizzy Cooper

The youngest, quietest, shyest, cleverest
Master of his art, the guitar man.
With weeping guitar and chocolate smooth voice.
Like soap episodes the story ran.
Son of Liverpool, just ordinary boy.
Catapulted into fame, heard on Dansettes.
Seen on TV and covert halls and teenage magazines.
Flung into the world of fame with just a few regrets.
One of four who could do no wrong,
Every ballad or teenage love song.
Went to the top and stayed for so long
Then the four disbanded and said, “So long”
On his own he wrote his own songs
Played his own music, did his own thing.
A new career was his, on his own he flew high.
Studying so much in the circular ring
Giving his all to make food for other lands.
Standing there on the stage alone
Or with others making other bands.
Myriad tones and notes spit out
Of just one entity, one life.
One body can only do so much
When his body said “now eternal rest”
So many stood and remembered and sang.
As man of peace and love, one of the best.
That man touched our lives and gave us more
To contemplate, to meditate, to emulate (or try)
To Create a peaceful world out of all this mess.
And make this a beautiful place underneath the sky.
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Do You Know Any Nice Young Poets?
By Neil Watson
In 1963 Allen Ginsberg was introduced to the music of Bob Dylan by Charley
Plymell, a poet from Wichita. The “Freewheelin” Bob Dylan album had been released that
February and on a visit To Bolinas, Plymell played it for him. Ginsberg listened to “A Hard
Rain’s A Gonna Fall” and wept. He remembers, ‘I thought, “oh, we got a second generation
of Prophets, it’s gonna be great!”Later that year Ginsberg roomed with the poet Peter
Orlovsky at a friends house, Publisher Ted Wilentz who had published work of Jack Kerouac
among others
One of their first visiters at the house was journalist Al Aronowitz, who showed up one Day
with his friend Bob Dylan. Dylan was familier with Ginsbergs work and that of The other Beat
writers, and Allen in turn, was interested to meet the author of “A Hard Rain’s A Gonna Fall”
and “Masters Of War”.They talked about poetry and got along very well. Dylan was about to
play a concert in Chicago and invited Allen to fly out with him, but apparently Ginsberg was
too busy Looking for an apartment and getting back to New York, and also too proud!
“I thought he was just a folksinger, and I was also afraid I might become his slave or
something – his mascot! The meeting with Bob Dylan had a curious outcome. For some
strange reason Dylan Owned the manuscript of a group of Allen’s rhymed poems from 1948 to
1952 which Allen had assumed were lost forever. He had neglected to make copies of many of
the poems before he let the folder out of his hands. He had been unable to get the book
published in New York, so when a friend left for London, Ginsberg gave her the manuscript on
the off chance that she might meet someone who would be interested in publishing it there. The
manuscript passed from hand to hand, and when Dylan was in London, someone gave it to
him, knowing his interest in Ginsberg and the Beat Generation. He returned it when Allen
went to visit him in Woodstock. Shortly after they met, Ginsberg went with Dylan to a concert
in Princeton. Photographs taken backstage appeared on the sleeve of Dylan’s album
“Bringing It All Back Home”. Allen was shown clean-shaven and wearing a smart top hat.
Film-maker Barbara Rubin was in one of the pictures, ruffling Dylan’s hair.
This was to be the beginning of a great adventure for Dylan and Ginsberg. One day we’ll tour
together in a traveling circus proclaimed Dylan. And they would.. One day I’ll be hung as a
thief, and he’s still waiting for the judge. These two great writers would experience some times
together.. like on the 9th May 1965 when meeting the Beatles in Dylan’s hotel room at the
Savoy in London. Allen found himself in Dylan’s suite along with Joan Baez, Albert Grossman
and Don Pennebaker. Ginsberg was detailed by Dylan to escort Marianne Faithfull to the
concert at the Royal Albert Hall that evening. Afterwards a large party gathered in
Grossman’s suite at the hotel. Dylan was in his own suite,entertaining the Beatles and
everyone else was forbidden to go in. Then Allen received a summons to be present. The
Beatles and their wives were all there.
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The story goes that the room was completely silent. ‘Just totally frozen, not knowing what to
talk about’. Allen sat down on the arm of Dylan’s chair, even though there was not really
enough room ‘Why don’t you sit a little closer,’ mocked Lennon. Ginsberg responded by
falling forward into Lennon’s lap. Looking up into his face, laughing, Allen asked, ‘Have you
ever read William Blake?’ ‘No, never heard of him,’ snapped Lennon. ‘Oh John, stop lying,’
said Cynthia, and everyone laughed. Ginsberg asked if they were aware of the relationship
between the ‘Beatles’ and the ‘Beats’ and if they knew what the Beat Generation was. He told
them about Kerouac, Neal Cassady and the others.
Dylan had had a friendly meeting with the Beatles the previous year in America, when he had
turned
them on to pot for the first time. But now he was on their territory. Ginsberg
remembered the evening well; ‘Dylan wasn’t giving anything and they weren’t giving
anything. Dylan was laconic with them too, they were all uptight.’ Dylan must have realized
that Allen was the only person capable of breaking the ice.
The next day, Allen went to visit with Dylan when Pennebaker was filming the credits for
‘Don’t Look Back’ in an ally at the rear of the Savoy. As Dylan stood flipping the lyric cards,
Ginsberg pottered about in the background. The same ploy was used by the monks in Neil
Young’s ‘Rust Never Sleeps!’
Ginsberg and Dylan would remain great friends for the rest of his life. They had often
discussed the idea of doing something together. Dylan producing a record of Allen’s mantras
or appearing in a movie or TV show. This goes back to when Dylan was a guest on the Les
Crane talk show in 1965.
Les Crane; ‘Have you ever given any thought to acting; think you might
Enjoy acting?’
Bob Dylan; ‘Well, I’m gonna try to make a movie this summer.
Which Allen Ginsberg is writing. I’m rewriting.’
This ‘movie’ never materialised at the time of course, but the idea remained.
Many years later Ginsberg was invited to join the ‘Rolling Thunder Revue’ by Dylan. He
featured prominently on the tour, and also in the movie ‘Renaldo And Clara.’
Shortly before Allen’s untimely death, he had been asked by MTV to record an ‘Unplugged’
show. Dylan had agreed to take part along with many other invited guests.
Unfortunately Allen became too ill to record the show.
Allen Ginsberg was one of the few people who had been invited to visit Dylan up in Woodstock
when he was recovering from the motorbike accident in 1966. Allen went to spend an
afternoon with him, taking a pile of poetry for him to read. Rimbaud, Blake, Shelley and Emily
Dickinson. And Bob was writing ‘John Wesley Harding.’
Allen Ginsberg and Bob Dylan playing mantras! Way over yonder in the minor key…ain’t
nobody who can sing like me. Ain’t nobody who can sing like me.
Way over yonder in the minor key, way over yonder in the minor key..
Ain’t nobody who can sing like me, no there ain’t nobody who can sing like me.
Nobody can sing like me.
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Black Crow Blues Revisited

By Patrick J Webster

927 words on
Autobiography and Art and Lies
I read with interest Robert’s piece on the
above song in last month’s issue of
Freewheelin’. I agreed to an extent with the
comments Robert made, but also found
myself taking issues with other aspects of
this piece.
What I found of most interest was the
assumption that the narrator of the song had
anything to do with the writer of the song.
For example, in his discussion of the fourth
stanza of the song:
Sometimes I’m thinkin’ I’m
Too high to fall ...
Robert argues that this was a reference to
Bob Dylan’s recent rise to fame:
‘It seems an intensely personal line to have
written - something he must have thought
to himself in those days, as a young man,
we treated his every word like one of
Moses’s tablets; the word of God’.
Now I would suggest that the textual object
before us here does not suggest this at all. It
is a song written in the first person, from a
masculine perspective, to get technical: it is
an autodiegetic narrator - a narrative voice
who is inside his own narrative and acts as
a principle character. However, this does
not imply that the ‘I’ in the narrative has
anything to do with the physical being, the
biological life-form called ‘Bob Dylan’.
Quite the opposite, in fact wholly the
opposite! I would suggest that ‘Bob Dylan’
does not enter any of his songs and to
imagine he does is to engender a wholly
reductive arena of interpretation.
I am not wholly sure how many songs
Dylan has written in the last forty years (if
anyone knows, please tell me) but I would

estimate it is somewhere between 5001000; and of these the vast majority are
written in first person/masculine narrator however - and this is the polemical point I
know - none of them, not a single one, need
be interpreted as being in any way
autobiographical.
I think Dylan himself would agree with me
here, I think any writer would.
If I can quote another of my hero/heroines,
Jeanette Winterson:
There is no such thing as autobiography,
there’s only art and lies.
In 1968 Roland Barthes wrote a ground
breaking essay called The Death of the
Author, an essay which denied authorial
intent and empowered the reader. His ideas
have yet to fully catch on, but let me tell
you this - like it or not - we live in a
postmodern and poststructuralist world and
the only way to understand it in any
meaningful sense is to acknowledge this.
To be aware, for example, that it is the text
that speaks not the author, that a text’s
unity lies not in its origin but in its
destination, that it is language that is
speaking to us, not the Author. And
furthermore, that there is no sacred
authorial meaning to a text, in a
postmodern world meaning is splintered,
polysemantic, and the very act of reading a
text changes its meaning, and that meaning
is endlessly deferred. And you cannot ask
the author he/she doesn’t know - when they
wrote their texts they were not aware of the
diverse social, cultural, ideological - all
embracing intertextual - factors that
operated in their conscious and
unconscious thoughts as they inscribed the
words they inscribed.
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So, if we free this little text from authorial
intent, if we place it in a decentred
poststructuralist environment - what then is
going on?
A male narrator (although this is in itself an
assumption) wakes in the morning and he is
either wonderin’ or wanderin’ or an
abstract combination of the two - as
Dylan’s voice slurs these two signifiers
together.
He is wishing for a long lost lover, which I
read as a direct allusion to Edgar Allen
Poe’s ‘The Raven’ a poem that constantly
meditates on the ‘lost Lenore’. This points
to the song’s title, as I think Robert pointed
out. The title points more directly to
another source, it reminded me of Ted
Hughes’s ‘The Crow’. If this is the case
Hughes (were he still alive) would no doubt
have commented on the careless nature of
the title: ‘Black Crow Blues’. Crows are
black to describe them as being black is to
be tautological, although I think this may
have been deliberate. You find such
purposeful slippages throughout Dylan’s
songs, take that basement down the stairs in
‘Tangled Up in Blue’ for example.

In stanza two the narrator is standing on a
side road, why a side road? Why is he
listening to a billboard knock? Why has he
lost his watch? Why are his nerves kicking,
ticking like a clock. The original title of the
song, found on the Columbia recording
sheets, offers a clue here, the song was
originally entitled: ‘Weird Consumption’
which is a good title and one I might steal!
I agree with Robert, the third stanza is
blatantly sexual.
As to the fourth stanza, I think the narrative
voice is talking about us all here, the
human condition and the unstable nature of
it - the way in which we have left our real
instincts behind and are left with life's of
great happiness and great depressions.
The final stanza has a gratifying sense of
closure, there are black crows in the
meadow, but they are across a broad
meadow, and the narrator doesn¹t feel like a
scarecrow. The crows - the black crows are harbingers of death - but they are safely
at a distance - and the narrator has the life
force, he is going to move on, no matter
how meaningless that sense of moving on
may be.
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WHAT WAS IT YOU WANTED?
By Jim Gillan

How do!
This is my first contribution to Freewheelin’.
With a combination of inspiration and
perspiration on my part, coupled with any amount of tolerance on yours, it perhaps won’t also
be the last. Anyway, a big HI THERE! to everyone. Hope that life is good, that you still find
the music wonderful and that you get good tickets to the shows. OK.
Time to scribble
hopefully. Lord knows where I will arrive.
At John’s suggestion, I was going to ease myself in by setting down some of the backdrop to
the 27th May 1966 concert at the Royal Albert Hall, which aside from being the first time I
saw Bob, was also the first time I was in the RAH; the first time I was at a major concert of any
sort and the first (OK, only) time I knowingly ignored a Police summons. In theory I’m still on
the lam from that one.
But as is often the case with Dylan related matters, something better came up. On to that in a
moment. First a word of explanation. I thought I would name this and subsequent (I’m ever
the optimist) pieces “What Was It You Wanted” – entirely because I haven’t a clue what I’m
going to write about. Never mind, as can be said of many (but especially of all politicians and
organisational apparatchiks everywhere) “despite your best efforts, things continue to
improve.”
OK. The Grammy’s. As an illustration of oleaginous excess, the Grammy’s arguably excel
even the Oscar’s. This kind of smug, slick, sick and entirely dollar-driven ephemeral
extravaganza, attended by an audience entirely dependent on narcissism, botox and therapy has
nothing whatsoever to do with musical worth or artistic excellence. Dylan, maybe more than
anyone else, doesn’t need to do that stuff. But wasn’t he wonderful! Bit fleshier round the
face than of yore. Bit more strained in the vocal range. But the delivery! The phrasing! The
guitar work! The performance! Roll on May. Actually, re-reading the first part of this bit, roll
on the next awards ceremony, as I think I may qualify for a Grammy nomination in the
“gratuitous and sustained use of alliteration” category.
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Now then. I saw Chris Smither last night (3rd March) at the Memorial Hall, Sheffield. A
regular visitor to the UK, Chris is an exceptional guitarist, singer/songwriter, raconteur and all
round good egg. As anyone who has seen him knows. Those yet to come across him, either
live or on CD are in for a SERIOUS treat. By way of a small coincidence, he has recorded
“What Was It You Wanted” – which he describes as a “creepy Bob Dylan song.” I think he
means that both are creepy. This is more of a complement than a condemnation, but does
need thinking about. ANYWAY, towards the end of the evening he said something along the
lines of “here’s a Dylan song for you……I was playing at Boston Folk Festival and was asked
if I would participate in a Dylan workshop, along with Jimmy La Fave and Tim O’Brien…..I
said sure, I must know about 100 Dylan songs…….But then I realised that I only knew a bit of
all of them – and that the audience would ALL be Dylan fans, each of ‘em ready to pounce on
any mistake……”
“It was also just a week after the planes hit the World Trade Centre and everybody, both
performers and audience came along with a whole different head full of thoughts….Of course,
in those circumstances when you listen to Dylan for about ninety minutes he begins to sound
like Nostradamus…..Anyway, this is a version of Desolation Row….”
Now, as a performance, “Desolation Row” is wonderful. A flowing guitar arrangement, over
which Chris sings the lyrics, slowly and with great sensitivity and feeling. Verse one is pretty
much as Bob writes it. Verse two is the “Einstein disguised as Robin Hood” stanza, again
without much departure from the original. Three leads off with “Ophelia, she’s ‘neath the
window” but after “she already is an old maid” he sings “And here comes Romeo, he’s
moaning / You belong to me I believe / Then someone says you’re in the wrong place my
friend, you had better leave / They all play on the penny-whistle ” etc. Verse four is
“Cinderella, she seems so easy” down to "Betty Davis style,” when it becomes To her death is
quite romantic / She wears an iron vest / Her profession’s her religion / Her sin is her
lifelessness / The only sound that you can hear/ After the ambulances go /Is Cinderella
sweeping up / On Desolation Row”. Verse five is the “ Yes I received (sung as Didn’t I get)
your letter yesterday” stanza, again pretty much as written, though with the closing couplet
repeated to fade. Huge applause.
Now, this was not mere confusion, but instead was a deliberate reworking – indeed Chris
specifically talked about that in his introduction to the song, albeit without giving his reasons
for the choices he made – but then, this wasn’t a Dylan workshop. For me at least, his take
didn’t detract in the slightest from Bob’s work – if anything it added something, in that I had to
first listen hard and later think about what (if anything) the changes amounted to. Clearly the
overall song is very different but, speaking strictly for me, I didn’t (and still don’t) think that
something ruinous was done. It remains as surreal, as beguiling, and as cinematic as ever. I
liked it and hope that Chris puts it on his next CD.
Of course if it was old Bob who did it, the assumption would be that (once again) he had
forgotten the words, but made a splendid recovery. Art is in the eye and the ear hole. Its
expression and any response to it, is ultimately only an opinion.

Catch you soon.
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I and I
Bob Dylan's Dialogues with The Muse
by Russell G Blatcher

Many Dylan lyrics seem impenetrable. They deftly defeat analysis even as they shine with
hidden clarity. In much of his sixties' work this may be because they refer to personal matters
we still know too little of to decode. As the writer and performer he somehow transmutes the
material into gold. Any inability then or now to explain some of the specifics of, say, Visions
Of Johanna, will never reduce it's power. This is not wilful obscurity, Dylan sometimes seems
as in awe as we are of the process by which such work was produced. Dylan the man stands
apart from Dylan the writer of these songs. This duality is the subject of one of his greatest
songs of the eighties I And I. In some ways these later works are more impressive because
Dylan has recovered from his bereavement at the loss of his early Muse and resumed working,
fully conscious of what he is creating and how he is creating it.
I And I is Dylan's most personal song. It takes us straight inside the details of his daily life. The
first line is so compact and so revealing:
Been so long since a strange woman has slept in my bed
Look how sweet she sleeps, how free must be her dreams.
In another lifetime she must have owned the world, or been faithfully wed
To some righteous king who wrote psalms beside moonlit streams.
For all the groupie mythology, how often do songwriters explicitly acknowledge the existence
of casual sex on the rock and roll high road? Also, 'Been so long' and 'strange' show that this
either marks the end of a previous relationship, or it's first betrayal.
Dylan looks at the sleeping girl, and for all her beauty is utterly separate from her. The contrast
between being 'faithfully wed' and a one night stand reflects the contrast between the
turbulence of Dylan's life as an artist and the tranquil creativity of the king 'who wrote psalms
beside moonlit streams'. This image leads straight into the chorus and makes explicit the
subject of the song: Dylan is not just separate from the girl: the greater separation is of the two
'I's of the title: the flesh and blood Dylan the man and his great creation, 'Bob Dylan' the
songwriter, public figure, 'spokesman of a generation':
I and I
In creation where one's nature neither honors nor forgives
I and I
One says to the other, no man sees my face and lives
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The two 'I's are mutually destructive and can neither acknowledge nor tolerate the existence of
the other. Since the second was created, each has continually tried to destroy the other. The
created 'I' was in almost total control during the world tour of 1966. It's not just the drugs that
make Dylan seem such an automaton in this period. The onstage figure of Eat The Document
jerks like a puppet whose strings are about to be cut. Bob the man, Bob the father briefly
triumphed during the years at Woodstock. Then, there is a dangerous balance between the two
during the Rolling Thunder and Renaldo and Clara period. For either Dylan the problem was
that the quality of his work seemed for many years to be tied to the dominance of the 'fake',
manic Dylan in his personal life. It must be a bitter pill that his greatest work (1965-1966)
comes from a time when he probably came close to insanity during the raging battle between
those two selves.
Richard Nixon often referred to himself in the third person ("Nixon couldn't do that" etc)
because the President, the politician, was not really him at all, but a figure constructed for
public consumption . This may well be a mechanism to hold back the cognitive dissonance
caused by maintaining a false persona. But the creation of 'Bob Dylan' was not such a
conscious artifice. He probably didn't realise the threat which that new 'I' would present to the
'I' he already inhabited. Several times before the uneasy truce which this song describes, he
tried the more radical solution of completely destroying what he had created (motor bike
'crash', Self Portrait, being reborn).
This is the creation referred to in the second line of the chorus. The second ‘I’ is the created
'Bob Dylan'. The second and fourth lines refer to the conflict between the real 'I' and the Dylan
which he created, and who everyone else now expects him to be, including those strangers like
the girl sleeping in his bed.

Think I'll go out and go for a walk,
Not much happenin' here, nothin' ever does.
Besides, if she wakes up now, she'll just want me to talk
I got nothin' to say, 'specially about whatever was.

Here he describes these expectations, that he should be 'Bob Dylan', instead of himself and
relive the past, especially those aspects of it he most wishes to forget. He goes out alone to
escape the inevitable questions about the past from his new 'friend', and worse, her probable
presumption of his great wisdom. Apparently even his wife, Sara, made this mistake, referred
to in Idiot Wind:

People see me all the time and they just can't remember how to act
Their minds are filled with big ideas, images and distorted facts
Even you yesterday you had to ask me where it was at,
I couldn't believe after all these years, you didn't know me any better than that
Sweet Lady.
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In fact the people don't see him at all, only their 'distorted' preconception of the 'Bob Dylan'
figure. In The Nightingale's Code, John Gibbens describes how the songs on John Wesley
Harding portray Dylan's recognition of the falsity of the role he had previously adopted,
whether willingly or not. You can track Dylan's frustration through the rest of his career, that
although he grasped this, and publicly acknowledged it, the public, mostly, couldn't. By the
time he was writing I and I Dylan could have fairly averred that the public Dylan was as much
other people’s creation as his own, taking it even further from his control.
The third, fourth and fifth verses of
Dylan's career.

I and I take a lonely walk through the later parts of

Took an untrodden path once, where the swift don't win the race,
It goes to the worthy, who can divide the word of truth.
Took a stranger to teach me, to look into justice's beautiful face
And to see an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.
This shows how he began the escape from the trap he had created. The echoes of several well
known biblical allusions (paths to heaven and hell, eye for an eye) suggest that the 'stranger'
who helped him is Jesus. However, he could also be referring here to Norman Raeben, whom
he has acknowledged for helping him move from unconscious to conscious creation, prior to
the writing of Blood On The Tracks.
Outside of two men on a train platform there's nobody in sight,
They're waiting for spring to come, smoking down the track.
The world could come to an end tonight, but that's all right.
She should still be there sleepin' when I get back.
Noontime, and I'm still pushin' myself along the road, the darkest part,
Into the narrow lanes, I can't stumble or stay put.
Someone else is speakin' with my mouth, but I'm listening only to my heart.
I've made shoes for everyone, even you, while I still go barefoot.
In the fourth verse he is able to face with equanimity the destruction of 'Bob Dylan', because if
that 'world could come to an end tonight', he (the surviving 'I') would still exist, and so would
the girl's beauty. The 'tonight' of the third verse is paradoxically followed by the 'noontime' of
the fifth, even though this is 'the darkest part'. The metaphor is of a lifetime as the course of a
single day: 'noontime' is Dylan entering into midlife, "still pushin' myself along the road", i.e.
still touring relentlessly, still trying to write honestly.
This darkness and the 'narrow lanes' are the pressures constricting Dylan as a writer as his
career lengthens. Expectations are more and more unrealistic: 'I can't stumble or stay put' i.e.
he is always expected to improve on what he did before, or is written off as a failure. Although
critics, pundits and the public can use and reuse his work ('Someone else is speakin' with my
mouth'), he is always expected to create anew and from scratch:
I've made shoes for everyone, even you, while I still go barefoot
In this, the last line of the last verse 'you' appears for the first time in the song. Who is Dylan
suddenly addressing? Consider the context. Dylan has made shoes for everyone e' ven you'.
The shoes are the songs, 'I' is the real, flesh and blood, born of woman, Bob Dylan, and 'you' is
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the 'Bob Dylan', become monster, which he created. But now the creator finally turns upon his
ungodly creation and reclaims authorship not only of this great song, but all the others as well.
It is possible to trace the tenor of Dylan's relationship with his muse in certain crucial songs
throughout his career. Mr Tambourine Man has long confounded the efforts of schoolboy
critics. But make no mistake, the Dylan songs which have a visceral impact, which resound
with their roundness, their inner world, all have reachable statements. As in I and I the person
addressed in Mr Tambourine Man is this muse, who, even at this early stage is regarded with
considerable ambiguity. The contradiction for all great artists is their need for certainty,
arrogance even, balanced against the fleeting nature of inspiration. In this song we see the
contrast between inspiration, when the writer is transformed, and the more mundane periods
when nothing happens for him. So when inspired he will "dance beneath the diamond sky with
one hand waving free", but at other times "my weariness amazes me". Dance and the dancer
are also used in the most famous evocation of the muse, Coleridge's Kubla Khan:

That with music loud and long
I would build that dome in air,
That sunny dome! those caves of ice!
And all who heard should see them there,
and all should cry, Beware! Beware!
His flashing eyes, his floating hair!
It is especially ironic that like this poem, Mr Tambourine Man is irrevocably and equally
erroneously linked with drugs. Kubla Khan is no more about opium than Mr Tambourine Man
is about marijuana LSD, amphetamine or alcohol. Both are about building 'that dome in air'.
Both are about the delight of being possessed by the muse, balanced with the fearful
knowledge that each time that possession ends it could be the last time it comes. Coleridge's
warning about the muse ('Beware! Beware!') reflects Dylan's warning in I and I ('no man sees
my face and lives') because the ecstasy is always balanced by the fear. In Tambourine Man,
Dylan, like Coleridge writes of creation's link to loss of control and heightened senses. The
places they visit are very similar dream landscapes:
So twice five miles of fertile ground
With walls and towers were girdled round:
And there were gardens bright with sinuous rills,
Where blossomed many an incense-bearing tree;
And here were forests ancient as the hills,
Enfolding sunny spots of greenery.
Then take me disappearing through the smoke rings of my mind,
Down the foggy ruins of time, far past the frozen leaves,
The haunted, frightened trees, out to the windy beach,
Far from the twisted reach of crazy sorrow.
Put I and I next to Mr Tambourine Man and the contrast between the young and the middleaged artist is revealed in the different landscapes through which the older man is taken. From
'the jingle jangle morning' and 'the circus sands' to I and I's grim walk along the wintry station
platform, 'waiting for spring to come' and 'Into the narrow lanes'. Contrast in fact the fullness
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of the early song's descriptions and metaphors, to the resigned plodding along seen here. For
all the power of the song, Dylan's exhaustion is palpable.
On Love and Theft Dylan returns again to warring twins. What then of Tweedledee and
Tweedledum? Is the first song on Dylan's best album for 10, maybe 20 years, just a throwaway joke?
Here again is the familiar duality from I and I. Another 20 years on, Dylan no longer takes the
issue of his problems as a creator quite so seriously. Indeed Love and Theft is crammed with
many types of humour, from the most banal (which so confused our deadly British broadsheet
reviewers) upwards.
In Lewis Carroll’s Through The Looking Glass, Tweedledee and Tweedledum represent all the
pointless fights in human history caused by the exaggeration of small differences. The closest
literary parallel is in Gulliver's Travels, where Swift's LittleEnders and BigEnders go to war
over how a boiled egg should be eaten. Dylan follows this idea through each line in the first
verse: for example, the end product of all wars is surely 'Two big bags of dead man's bones'.
During the recent U.S. Presidential election, Ralph Nader repeatedly characterised the
Democratic and Republican parties as Tweedledum and Tweedledee, and Dylan also sees their
struggle as a pointless and comic contest. The middle section of the song is littered with
references to that election and it's farcical epilogue in the Florida courts:
'they're goin to the country'
'His Master's Voice is calling me'
'They seem determined to go all the way'
'They got a paid permit and a police escort'

running for office?
the military-industrial complex giving
instructions to candidates?
the legal wrangles over the pregnant chads?
the perks of politicians everywhere?

In the last verse, like I and I, and many folk songs, the song's moral or theme is emphasised
and clarified:
Well, a childish dream is a deathless need
And a noble truth is a sacred creed.
Deathless means unending and inescapable. Dylan's childish dream is to serve that 'noble
truth': but now at sixty he knows he will never get away from the code he set for himself when
he first became an artist: to remain truthful. The problem for him, as for all of us, is that such
truth comes only from within, and the battle he is ridiculing here finally is his own struggle
with himself, not to descend into self parody, or regurgitation of earlier 'triumphs'. The artist is
left without help in these matters. No one can help him, for only his opinion matters.
Whereas in Mr Tambourine Man, Dylan sees this as tragic, and appeals to his muse for help in
every chorus; whereas in I and I he is isolated and alone, almost self-pitying; in TweedleDee
and Tweedledum he can at last step back and laugh at it all.
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
By J R Stokes

Like Ice, Like Fire
(Addressing The Night in ‘Visions of Johanna’)
Part 7: Two Georges and The Forbidden Zone
Things have changed…at Marks &
Spencer. They had to really; the food was
always wonderful of course but Crimplene
eventually made the thirty somethings
cringe and the notion that Marks was a
spent force eventually caught on. Looking
through the shop windows and seeing only
Church Wardens in the aisles made the
shoppers who really count, i.e. those with a
handsome monthly pay cheque, just stay
away in droves. What made it worse was
that the PLC took a battering too so that if
you retired this year and your pension
portfolio included a stack of Marks shares,
you could forget that bungalow by the sea.
Then along came George Davis, a Saviour
without stigmata, and he turned that old
roll neck sweater into the new rock ‘n’ roll.
Hail George, you of Next and Asda, you
with the retail ‘knack’, you have made it
cool to shop at Marks again. Hurrah!
I don’t know if Saint George was actually
responsible for the festive advertising
campaign for the new Marks & Spencer,
but I wouldn’t be surprised if he was
because it is quite a cute one. It goes like
this: ‘describe Christmas in three words’.
Think about that eh? Well the advertisers
surely did and, whilst chewing hard on their
Havanahs, they came up with the image of
various celebrities spouting verbal triplets
like ‘The Queens Speech’ or ‘Turkey and
Tinsel’ or ‘Eaten too much’
or
‘Morecambe and Wise’. Then, to round it
off, we have the Thunderball; yes, you’ve
guessed it: MARKS AND SPENCER –

that’s Christmas in three words isn’t it
George?
Actually it’s quite a good game this, go on,
have a go: describe Christmas in three
words. I am terrible at punctuation, I can
never get the right usage for the word ‘it’s’
(if there is such a word), so I am ignoring
the full title and saying that my description
of Christmas in three words is: ‘A
Wonderful Life’. You must remember this:
‘Buffalo Girls can’t you come out tonight,
come out tonight, come out tonight?
Buffalo Girls can’t you come out tonight?
Aaaaaand dance by the light of the moon’ –
and all that. Call me sentimental, call me a
sissy ‘cos I believe in angels but there is
something about an unshaven James
Stewart realising his blessings that gets to
me, time after time.
Ok. Ok. Don’t be so impatient. I haven’t
passed over my obsession with 'Visions of
Johanna' this month; I was getting there.
The link between this reduction of
something as enormous as Christmas to just
three words is similar to my ‘Visions’ task
this time around because I have been
concentrating on one of the longest pieces
of writing on the song and wondering how
on earth I can do the piece justice in the
time and space allotted to me here. The
text under consideration is contained in
chapter 7 of the book ‘Jokerman. Reading
the Lyrics of Bob Dylan’ by Aidan Day
(AD) (64) in which the author has his way
with the song for over 4000 words. I am not
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sure what my word tally will be when I
eventually sign off from this life event but I
can safely say that my words will be
somewhat different to AD’s because I
simply do not have the command of
language that was readily available to the
author who was, at the time that he
published his book, a Lecturer in English
Literature at the University of Edinburgh.
That’s not said though to diminish the
value of either AD’s writings, or indeed
mine own, it’s just to point out that they are
expressed differently, that’s all. And I
cannot possibly prècis the piece into just
three words, it’s going to take much longer
than that.
‘Jokerman. Reading the Lyrics of Bob
Dylan’ is a book that may not fit terribly
well with the 90% of Dylan fans who
possibly don’t like their songs to be
analysed, deconstructed or turned into some
academic thesis. These fans, who go to the
concerts, buy the albums, collect the cdrs
etc., know exactly what the songs are
about, they don’t have to be preached at by
the great and the good. (I am neither great
nor good by the way, so I can say what I
like!). Having said that, those same Dylan
fans have probably got a copy of this book
somewhere in their collection yet, if so, it is
possibly largely unread and yet, if so, it is
possibly largely unfathomed. Of course I
may have got it all wrong, I could be
underestimating my fellow Bob fans, it
could be that ‘Jokerman’ is the Dylan book
that the majority of Dylan fans turn to upon
waking for elucidation and enjoyment,
especially as the jacket notes of the book
promise that the text will make ‘intelligible
much that seems obscure and difficult’ in
Dylan’s lyrics. To achieve that state of
absolute blessedness with regard to the
understanding of what Dylan’s lyrics are
really all about, you will have to go back to
the book and try again. I have just been
there and, apart from my own theories
which are clear to me but more like a
swamp to others, things are still pretty

obscure and difficult. Never the less, the
book is greatly demanding of attention.
The title to Chapter 7 of the book which, as
I have said, deals with 'Visions of Johanna'
is called ‘That Forbidden Zone’ and AD
initially sets out to explain the reason for
this title:
‘The
simultaneously
thrilling
and
forbidding complexion of spaces beyond
the limits of the social and the rational, and
the
confusion
of
gratulation
and
desperation involved in transgressing those
limits were hinted at by André Breton when
he spoke of the unconscious as ‘the
forbidden zone’. (65)
The author then brings Dylan into to the
picture by referring to the lyric change in
the Brussels 1984 version of ‘Tangled Up
In Blue’ thus: ‘So now I’m going on back
again/ To that forbidden zone’ .
Considering that : ‘The Brussels version
had framed the account of desire for a
condition beyond the pale of self and
narrative’ AD concludes his introduction:
‘The disconcertions touched on in the
Brussels formulation are the overriding
concern of many Dylan lyrics. And, not
least, of the 1966 Blonde on Blonde lyric,
'Visions of Johanna'. (66)
This, generally then is where the author
appears to be coming from: that there is an
element of the ethereal, a state of cerebral
other worldliness attached to the song. But
it doesn’t take over 4000 words just to tell
you that, for there is much more to this text
as I will endeavour to show. From the ‘the
forbidden zone’ that represents the
unconscious, AD starts with a summary of
the song that concerns the consciousness of
the poet:
'Visions of Johanna' violates the logic of
consecutive statement more cruelly than
perhaps any other Dylan lyric. A summary
of the work might say that it presents a
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consciousness engaged – during what is, at
least in the early stages of the lyric, a nighttime vigil – in reflecting upon various
matters that concern it. Perspective and
objects of attention slide and transform
themselves throughout. But there is a
constant in that the consciousness returns at
the end of each of the five stanzas to its
experience of certain visions which
threaten to overwhelm – and, indeed, by the
conclusion of the lyric do overwhelm – all
other considerations’. (67)
The author then carefully moves through
the song, bringing to the fore and into the
reader’s own consciousness, images arising
from his observations of the lyrics. This, in
relation to the first line of the song:
‘Implications of trickery and mischief,
involutions
of
illusion
and
deception……….’(68)
And with regard to the introduction of the
‘night watchman’ in the second stanza:
‘The line between reason and unreason
upon which the constructions of logic
depend is blurred for the night watchman
just as it is blurred in the surrealistic
register of the lyric’s language. The sense
of suspension of rational measure and
control is emphasised even by the image of
the night watchman clicking his flashlight.
The detail of the flashlight invokes the
metaphor of a light shining in the darkness
and raises the possibility of explanation and
clarification. …. But the stock metaphor is
called up only as a ghost of itself. It is
raised only to be parodied. For the image of
a light flashing works here not to celebrate
enlightenment but to confirm a greater
darkness, a larger unintelligibility. All’s not
well with a world where the watcher upon
the night , the guardian of the day’s order
through the hours of darkness, has lost his
bearings. (68)
This larger unintelligibility, this violation
of logic, this zone of understanding that

appears forbidden, this matter of confusion
is taken further when AD concentrates on
the fourth stanza which he considers ‘offers
one of the lyrics most relentless imaginings
of the breakdown of recognised and
sanctioned form’ . (69) Quoting the
following four lines of this stanza:
‘See the primitive wallflower freeze
When the jelly-faced women all sneeze
Hear the one with the moustache
say, ‘Jeeze
I cant find my knees’.
the author observes: (these) ‘four lines of
this stanza envision a reduction of form to
primal
elements………even
gender
difference becomes confused and human
contour and feature are erased’, before
continuing:

‘As
unacommodated
forces
dissolve
contour and feature, so too the certainties of
nominal identity are usurped … The game
of blindman’s buff, serves as a touchstone
of the disorientation of consciousness that
pervades 'Visions of Johanna'. Disturbance
of the surface structure of the self is
implied throughout the lyric in the
elusiveness of the point of view from which
it is spoken. Throughout, the speaker’s self
is splintered and reconstituted in a multifaceted assemblage of personal pronouns
and names. An apt analogy for the effect
would be the perspectival incongruity of a
cubist painting’. (70)
I must say, I do like the juxtaposition of
'Visions of Johanna' and cubism which is
something that I may possibly return to
later (thank you AD for that insight). It is,
in fact, with this in mind that I turn to the
authors commentary on the final verse, in
particular as it relates to the role of ‘the
female’ in the lyric. AD considers that the
ultimate energy of the visions
‘sweeps
away’…
‘ worldly encumbrances and
appearances’…and this ‘includes certain
stereotypes of women’. He goes on:
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‘If woman as lover has been stripped of life
by the visions, and if woman as ‘master’
piece has been unfixed, the fifth stanza has
the power of those visions exposing not
only the countess, not only woman as rich
dissembler, but also woman as sanctified
mother… Invoked, that figure simply fails
to appear as mediator or sustainer of the
self under stress…Whatever may be
thought of Johanna, hers is again the
‘feminine’ that is not to be caught within
positions prescribed for the female’. (71)
As I have said, there is much more to
Chapter 7 of AD’s book than I can set out
here, but I hope that I have brought into
focus something of the his imaginative
view of the song. It is a view that is further
demonstrated in the authors somewhat
scary conclusion :
'Visions of Johanna' raises a dread that the
daemonic charge that ‘howls in the bones’
of Louise’s face and plays with the
‘skeleton keys’ may be not only humanly
intolerable, but intolerant of the human..
Visions of the anima, visions of the
forbidden zone, may amount to visions of
Gehanna, glimpses into a zone that for the
mortal self spells only relentless pain’. (72)

So there we have another consideration of
the song with the setting of Brettons (and
Dylan’s ) ‘forbidden zone’. I have set aside
a year of my life to study this song and to
consider what others have written about it
before concluding with my own thoughts.
This is part 7 in the series of my articles, 7
months of mental strife with 'Visions of
Johanna' in mind. There is so much more to
consider that I wonder if I have bitten off
more than I can chew. Ah, but the taste is
so sweet and, still, every time I listen to the
song I can feel the juice running down my
leg. Forgive me, just hand me a box of
tissues and let me get on with it!
Bye George

You know some people always seem to say
the wrong thing, and others have the gift of
getting it just about right. I was pushing my
trolley towards the check out at Waitrose
when I got side tracked by the late George
Harrison looking out at me from the cover
of the December issue of Hello! magazine.
It was George fully fringed, smartly
groomed, circa ’64 and he was just looking
straight at me. I couldn’t resist it so into the
trolley went the magazine with its ‘15 page
tribute to George Harrison. 1943 – 2001.
The Youngest Beatle’. Whilst queuing to
pay for my raspberry yoghurts and trimmed
sugar snap peas I quickly thumbed through
the tribute pages and found that the entire
spread didn’t really amount to a hill of
beans but I bought the magazine anyway.
The thing about Hello! is that it’s the image
that counts, first, last and every time. And
the image of course has to be recognised:
it’s a 21st Century pick-up point for saddos
like me who just love images whether they
be on a Christmas card, a tube station wall
or on the cover of a glossy magazine. So
the ‘tribute’ to George largely consisted of
photographs of the easily identifiable with
little captions underneath, quoting the
words that these heads had expressed in
their moments of grief. There were
photographs of fellow Beatles; a Knight of
the Realm; a red headed scouser; a well
known comedian; the Prime Minister; the
weird woman that John Lennon got
involved with and one of QE2 wearing her
Remembrance Day hat. Underneath this
particular photo were the words: ‘Saddened
by the news – HM The Queen.’ Aaahhh. As
the Sex Pistols once said : ‘God save The
Queen’.
To capture some words that were more
appropriate on the demise of one of my
heroes I turned to his nearest and dearest
because the feature also included the
following statement issued by George’s
family:
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“He left this world as he lived in it,
conscious of God, fearless of death, and at
peace, surrounded by family and friends.
He often said, ‘Everything else can wait but
the search for God cannot wait, and love
one another.’”

represented symbols of a state or
circumstance that were capable of being
interpreted.
With the impatience of
George’s ‘search for God’ in mind, part of
the introduction to the book was
interesting:

The ability to string words together in a
way that is meaningfully fit for the
occasion is surely a gift. I should have
known better: I should have gone straight
to Dylan to unwrap his gift of words on the
death of his friend George Harrison. Not
printed in Hello! (his current craggy
features wouldn’t enhance the cover of any
magazine ) but found elsewhere, this is
what Dylan had to say:

‘The Ancient Greek injunction ‘know
thyself’ is capable of reaching it’s supreme
fulfilment in us through a dedicated search
for the eternal truths hidden in the Tarot.
The 22 Tarot trumps are ideal for this
purpose, for they correspond to the 22
Paths on the Qabalistic Tree of Life which
chart man’s pilgrimage via created matter
to the uncreated Divine Being’.

"He was a giant, a great, great soul, with
all of the humanity, all of the
wit and humour, all the wisdom, the
spirituality, the common sense of a man
and compassion for people. He inspired
love and had the strength of a
hundred men. He was like the sun, the
flowers and the moon and we will miss
him enormously. The world is a profoundly
emptier place without him."
That wonderful string of words ‘He was
like the sun, the flowers and the moon’, in
conjunction with George’s own ‘Everything
else can wait but the search for God cannot
wait…’ created something of a stir and for
some strange reason known only to that
part of me that has no image whatsoever, I
went to my bookshelf and took down a
small volume on the subject of Tarot cards.
The book was a little dusty which indicated
that I probably haven’t felt a mystical need
for quite some time but clearly, as the book
was in my hands, a need had arrived that
just had to be satisfied.
Now, I’m not big on the Tarot, I can’t even
remember the place or the purpose for
buying this little book but on looking
through the pages I realised that the Tarot
was scattered with identifiable images too,
the difference being that these images

An investigation of the images on those ‘22
Tarot trumps’ became even more
interesting, in particular when I came upon
two of the cards in the Major Arcana pack
which are named ‘The Sun’ and ‘The
Moon’. With Dylan’s words on George
hanging in the air, I read further. This,
relating to the images that are shown on the
card named ‘The Moon’:
‘An interesting point worth noting in
connection with the card is that on it are
shown…tiny jets of ascending flame. These
are spirits of the departed hovering between
earth and the moon, to which they were
believed to pass before returning earthward
for reincarnation, or else passing on to the
sun.’
Then this, relating to the card named ‘The
Sun’:
‘The Sun now shines forth in its full
brilliance. After the moon tide of its
despair, the soul emerges into the light of a
brighter day. Man must awaken to the
realisation of how great is the darkness
encompassing him, feel how near he is to
blindness, before he can look with new
eyes upon the world. It is always darkest
just before the dawn.’
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There remained the question of ‘the
flowers’ in Dylan’s tribute. This was the
hardest to grasp and yet, because of that,
was probably the most significant. I
continued reading the explanations given
relating to the images on ‘The Sun’ card:
‘On the other side of the wall are to be seen
the heads of sun flowers. As the sun flower
always turns its face towards the sun, so
must the soul of man ever look upwards to
the Celestial giver of light’.
On reading those words I realised that my
own narrow search through the confusion
of this episode was almost at an end. I
closed the book and reached for another
which just happened to be a book of poems
from the 18th Century written by William
Blake who somehow always managed to
see the sun, the flowers and the moon in
every man. It was a more well thumbed and
more well read book and indeed in its
pages I have found, on many occasions,
what I perceive to be the correct answers to
some eternal truths. The poem I turned to
concerns the search for salvation, both in
this life and the next. The title to the poem
is, of course: ‘Ah Sunflower’:

Ah, Sun-flower! weary of time,
Who countest the steps of the Sun,
Seeking after that sweet golden clime
Where the traveller’s journey is done;
Where the Youth pined away with desire,
And the pale Virgin shrouded in snow,
Arise from their graves and aspire
Where my Sun-flower wishes to go.

Whether, in death, George’s search for his
sweet Lord has ended or continues, only he
now knows. What we know is that his spirit
became weary of time here and that his
travels on the long and winding path of life
are now truly done. What he has left behind
is music that has, and will forever,
accompany many millions of people along
the paths they have to take until, they too,
become weary of time and their journeys
are also done. I am just one of those many
millions of people. Your music has been
great company, George.

It is a very long and winding path indeed
that leads from William Blake, Mad Mystic
of the 18th Century to Abba, Scandinavian
popsters of the 20th , but, what the hell I am
going to take that path anyway. For, I ask
in all honesty, what would life be? Without
a song and a dance what are we? So,
George, I say thank you for the music, for
giving it to me.
JRS

(64) ‘Jokerman. Reading the Lyrics of Bob
Dylan’ by Aidan Day. Published in hard
back in 1988 by Basil Blackwell Ltd,
Oxford.UK
(65) ibid., page 110
(66) ibid., page 111
(67) ibid., page 112
(68) ibid., page 113
(69) ibid., page 115
(70) ibid,. page 116
(71) ibid., page 121
(72) ibid, page 124
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